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Abstract
The fundamental idea of Laser Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA) is reviewed. An 
ultrafast intense laser pulse drives coherent wakefields of relativistic amplitude 
with the high phase velocity robustly supported by the plasma. The structures of 
wakes and sheaths in plasma are contrasted. While the large amplitude of wakefields 
involves collective resonant oscillations of the eigenmode of the entire plasma elec-
trons, the wake phase velocity ~ c and ultrafastness of the laser pulse introduce the 
wake stability and rigidity. When the phase velocity gets smaller, wakefields turn 
into sheaths. When we deploy laser ion acceleration or high density LWFA in which 
the phase velocity of plasma excitation is low, we encounter the sheath dynamics. 
A large number of world-wide experiments show a rapid progress of this concept 
realization toward both the high energy accelerator prospect and broad applications. 
The strong interest in this has driven novel laser technologies, including the Chirped 
Pulse Amplification, the Thin Film Compression (TFC), the Coherent Amplification 
Network, and the Relativistic Compression (RC). These in turn have created a con-
glomerate of novel science and technology with LWFA to form a new genre of high 
field science with many parameters of merit in this field increasing exponentially 
lately. Applications such as ion acceleration, X-ray free electron laser, electron and 
ion cancer therapy are discussed. A new avenue of LWFA using nanomaterials is 
also emerging, adopting X-ray laser using the above TFC and RC. Meanwhile, we 
find evidence that the Mother Nature spontaneously created wakefields that acceler-
ate electrons and ions to very high energies.
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1 Introduction

1.1  The basic philosophy

Conventional accelerators are by and large based on the single particle interaction of 
charged particles with the externally imposed accelerating fields (Chao et al. 2014). 
The dynamics is determined foremost by each charge particle interacting with the 
external fields and this is the single particle dynamics. Veksler suggested the idea 
of collective field acceleration in plasma (Veksler 1956), which triggered research 
in collective accelerators (Rostoker and Reiser 1979). Collective accelerators based 
on the collective interaction involved a large number (N) of particles, which give 
rise to fields that are collectively composed by these particles and those particles 
themselves interact with each other. Thus, collective fields (as opposed to the single 
particle interaction) are nonlinear.

We summarize the cardinal differences between the individual and collective 
forces. See Table 1. Here we contrast the nature of the individual force and accelera-
tion based on this (and thus linear force and the conventional accelerators) with that 
of the collective force and acceleration based on the collective force. In this review 
we concentrate on the latter only. The single particle interaction with the externally 
imposed voltage on the metallic boundary suffers from the surface materials break-
down by sparks and arching. Metallic electrons may be subject to hop out of the 
metallic chemical potential into a free (with breakdown) state typically the surface 
field on the order of MeV/cm. But this happens more typically even under much 
lower field limit. This is because typical materials contain impurities, whose f-center 
can initiate sparks under a couple of orders of magnitude lower fields. There is an 

Table 1  Individual vs. collective acceleration

Individual-force acceleration Collective force acceleration

Linear force: ∼ N Nonlinear force: ∼ N2

Problem 1: Breakdown (spark)
→ E ∼ MeV∕cm

→ f-center of metal

Solution: Plasma
→ Already broken down
→ E ∼ ∞ : GeV/cm, later TeV/cm

Probem 2: Transverse EM fields in a metallic tube
→ E∥ needed
→ vph > c

→ Introduce slow-wave structure, but more breakdown

Solution: longitudinal wakefield
→ Mainly E∥ ( E⊥ small)
→ vph < c

→ Wakefield: vgr ∼ 0

Problem 3: E∥∕E⊥ ∼ k⊥∕k∥ ≪ 1

→ Small accelerating field
No “bang” tolerated (Fermi 1954) Plasma loves “bang” → laser (Tajima and 

Dawson 1979; Tajima 1985; Mourou et al. 
2006)

→ Compatible “marriage”
    Even relativistically strong laser
    “bang” OK
    In fact it struts the plasma with
    Relativistic backbone
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additional inconvenience due to the metallic surface, which causes the waveguide 
modes to have the phase velocity greater than the speed of light. This necessitates 
us to design the slow-wave structure by periodically imposing protruding structures 
into the waveguide to slow down the phase velocity. This unfortunately even help the 
breakdown from such protruding portions, making the breakdown more susceptible. 
Because of the accelerating fields are only in the parallel direction, which further 
projects only partial field strength available for the purpose of the acceleration in 
the conventional accelerating structure. In the right columns in Table 1, on the other 
hand, under the collective force in plasma, since plasma is already broken down, it 
won’t break down further. Thus, it is not limited by the break down of the surface 
metal. The typical fields that are realized is the so-called Tajima–Dawson field. Or 
they could be often even larger than this value if the relativistic effects are included. 
We will see this in detail later. The phase velocity of the wakefields is shown to be 
close to but slightly smaller than the speed of light c. The other distinction of the 
linear force vs. collective force is that the former needs to avoid large disturbances 
(“bang”), while the latter tolerates (or even “cherishes”) strong “banging” distur-
bances. We discuss why this distinction arises below.

Even though collective fields could be huge, as they involve N particles, if they 
are chaotic or random, their effects may be compromised by cancellation and rand-
omization. To address this issue, we introduce coherence. In the year of 1956 before 
the invention of laser (1960) such coherence may have been achieved by the beam of 
particles (Veksler 1956). In fact the many of the experimental endeavors (Rostoker 
and Reiser 1979) electron beams have been employed. The injection of electron 
beams into plasma and create accelerating structure in these experiments have been 
examined by us (Tajima and Mako 1978). In these works, the electron beam injec-
tion often involved the sheath formation, which could give rise to instability, as the 
sheath structure is often stuck with the system’s boundary condition.

In the 1979 work, Tajima and Dawson noticed and introduced a high-speed struc-
ture (i.e., the phase velocity of the accelerating structure): the principle of high 
phase velocity. This high phase velocity structure they seek was the wakefield. The 
wakefield with high phase velocity, unlike the sheath created under the structural 
constraint, remains robust and stable. When one of us (TT) was watching a duck 
causing a wake behind it on the pond close to his university (when he was a student 
in Tokyo), he would see that the duck causes a well-sustained coherent wave struc-
ture lasting for a long time behind the duck (Fig. 1). This may be also explained by 
the principle of the hide-and-seek game (“Onigokko” game in Japanese) principle: 
the water wave (or in our case plasma wave) may not be easily destroyed when it has 
a high phase velocity, as electrons (or the seeker) notice the hider (wave), the hider 
(wave) is already gone when the seeker (electrons) just arrive the hider’s spot. In the 
following we dwell on more discussions on this high phase velocity principle.

In Table  2 we compare the low phase velocity interaction with the high phase 
velocity interaction and show our Paradigm of High Phase Velocity. Here the 
plasma remains robust and stable, while it accepts (and in fact “loves”) large amount 
of banging such as injection of intense laser or relativistic bunched beams. We learn 
that plasma suffers from a large variety of instabilities (Mikhaĭlovskiĭ 1974) in the 
conventional situation, where the phase velocity of the waves vph is on the order of 
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the thermal velocity vth . On the other hand, our paradigm dictates that the excited 
wave (wakefields) has the phase velocity far greater than the thermal velocity of the 
bulk plasma. One of important consequences of this principle is the structure forma-
tion. When the phase velocity of the “banging” is large, behind the “banging” we 
observe a structure called wakefields. These are moving with a large phase veloc-
ity (such as near c) that is sustained by electrons while often such a structure has 

Fig. 1  High phase velocity wakefield showing sustained and coherent structure by a duck or a motor-
boat. Immediately ahead of the duck (or the motor boat) we see the wave of water up (a bow wave), 
which emanates a triangular shaped bow (similar to a Mach cone). Behind the duck (or the motorboat) 
immediate water depression wave followed by oscillatory compensations of water high and low in a wavy 
pattern whose wavefront is perpendicular to the duck (or motorboat) progression direction. This wave is 
called wake (or stern wake) of the duck (or motorboat) motion. The duck (or motorboat) speed ((since 
its movement represent the energy flow of the object, we may call it the group velocity of the driving 
object. The propagation velocity (the phase velocity) of the pattern of the waves in the direction of the 
object (the duck or the boat) is equal to the group velocity of the object. We observe, however, that often 
the wave oscillations such as water level up and down are left out from the object and thus the group 
velocity of these waves are much less (sometimes 0) than the group velocity of the driver. On the upper 
left we show the wakes behind a motor boat. The tsunami wave off shore has a high phase velocity and 
propagates without much energy transfer to ships on the ocean water. One the other hand, when the tsu-
nami approaches the shore, its phase velocity slows down so that its amplitude goes up and begins to 
trap the particles (such as ships) floating on the water or even on the floor of the shore (see Sect. 7). And 
these heightened water wave amplitude of tsunami on shore begins to go beyond the water wave-breaking 
limit, showing white foamy breaking water (upper right). A duck makes his wake (lower left). Geese ride 
on the bow wake behind the lead goose to save their energy (lower right)
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a low (or zero) group velocity (and ions do not move). On the other hand, when 
the phase velocity of such a “banging” is low (or near zero), the electrons that are 
“banged” begin to move but cannot propagate with the large phase velocity charac-
teristic of the high phase velocity counterpart. Therefore, the electrons cannot con-
tinuously propagate and instead snap back due to the electrostatic charged restoring 
force. This is the sheath formation as opposed to the wake formation. See the bottom 
row of Table 2. Because of this low phase velocity sometimes ions can respond to 
this. Under certain boundary conditions in turn the entire plasma may begin to move 
(i.e., ion acceleration is accompanied). This latter situation may in fact correspond 
to Prof. Rostoker’s early vision (discussed again in Sect. 4). And the sheath accel-
eration called TNSA (2000) and other later laser ion accelerator schemes). We also 
see the similar situation in the high density regime of laser wakefield acceleration 
(Nicks et al. 2019) and in Sects. 3 and 7. However, we are primarily focusing on the 
high phase velocity cases in the present paper.

Some of these wake dynamics (both bow and stern) are shown in Fig.  1. The 
robust wakefields are shown in contrast to the case when the phase velocity of the 
wave gets small (in the case of tsunami near the shore). We will see some of the 
utilization of the wakefield’s phase velocity in the plasma density change strategies 
in later chapters. In Fig. 2, we show the moment of the large amplitude water wave 
break (left) and after that (with white foamy crest) (right). These are nonrelativistic 
water waves. In wakefields driven by laser or relativistic charged particles the rela-
tivistic dynamics of electrons helps further robustness of the wakefields, as shown 

Table 2  High phase velocity paradigm

Low phase velocity High phase velocity

Plasma tends to be unstable Stable state exists (Landau–Ginzburg state)
vph ∼ vth vph ≫ vth

Mode interacts with bulk plasma (Landau reso-
nance)

Mode insulated from bulk plasma

Mode–mode coupling
⟶More modes
⟶More turbulence

Mode maintains coherence

Strongly nonlinear regime (large Reynolds’ num-
ber) ⟶ strong turbulence

Strongly nonlinear regime ⟶ strongly coherent
Relativistic effects further strengthen coherence

Plasma fragile ⟶ anomalous transport, structure 
disintegration

Plasma cannot be destroyed, structures are formed. 
Violence tolerated

Trapping:
vtr ≲ vth ∼ vph

xtr =

√

cE

B

Ls

kyv∥
 (Tajima 1989)

Trapping:
vtr =

√

qE∕mk (O’Neil 1965)
If wave pumped, vtr increases until 
vtr ∼ vph ≫ vth → acceleration or injection

Tajima-Dawson saturation:
ETD =

m�pc

e

Characteristic structure: Sheath Characteristic structure: Wake
Energy gain: by coherent accumulation of electron 

charges of the sheath (energy amplification of 
sheath charge accumulation 2α + 1 (coherence 
parameter α) (Mako and Tajima 1984)

Energy gain: by energy amplification over the 
trapping width vtr ∼ vph (Lorentz transform factor 
2γ2 = 2 ncr/ne)
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in Fig. 3 (left). This additional stabilizing robustness was referred to the relativistic 
coherence (Tajima 2010) as discussed in Table 3. We also note that wakefields may 
be driven even in the quark-gluon plasma inside of heavy nuclei driven by ener-
getic hadron beam [or even in superstring theory (Maldacena 1999)]. Nuclear quark-
gluon wakefields are shown in Fig. 3 (right). From now on we will focus on plasma 
wakefields.

Fig. 2  Shore wave right before and about the breaking (left). The classical water break of a large ampli-
tude water wave captured by Hokusai. It also shows the foamy wave breaking in its nonrelativistic wave 
break (right)

Fig. 3  Laser wakefield (1D PIC simulation), showing a robust non-wavebreaking peaked electron density 
(left). QCD wakefield (Chesler and Yaffe 2008) (right)

Table 3  Relativistic coherence

Quantum coherence (Schrödinger) Relativistic coherence (Einstein)

Bose–Einstein condensation Relativistic convergence to c
Einstein, Bose Tajima (Tajima 2010)
Quantum optics:
     → T → 0

     → 𝜆dB > n−1∕3 (mean distance)

Relativistic optics (Mourou et al. 2006):
     → E > mc2

     → a0 > 1

Mechanism: wave focus overlap Mechanism: electrons move in unison 
in relativistically strong fields ( a0 > 1 ; 
E > E

��
)

Onset of superfluidity, superconductivity Robustness
Cooper pairs and Bose–Einstein condensation Wakefield: Landau-Ginzburg state
Electrons dressed (Cooper pairs), spin-0 plasmon-like Photon dressed by plasmons
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1.2  Nature of coherence in the strong “bang” (laser pulse) in wakefields

To embody these organizational principles, Tajima and Dawson (1979) proposed the 
employment of an ultrashort and intense laser pulse to excite a wakefield in such a 
way that the laser pulse length l0 is resonant to the wavelength of the eigenmode of 
the plasma, i.e., half of the plasma wavelength lp = 2�c∕�pe . This choice of reso-
nant wavelength is to efficaciously excite coherent eigenmode of the plasma without 
causing other disturbances in it, satisfying the first guiding principle above. The 
laser in the underdense plasma speeds at the group velocity close to the speed of 
light, which of course is much higher than the thermal speed of electrons, realizing 
the above second condition. Such a short pulse length to make the plasma wave-
length resonance is in the fs regime, thereby not disturbing ions. This embodies the 
fourth principle above. In most recommended cases, we select the frequency of the 
laser much higher than the plasma frequency, which leads to set the Lorentz factor �p 
of the phase velocity of the wakefield much greater than unity. This introduces rela-
tivistic coherence, the guiding direction mentioned as third above. The recom-
mended intensity of the laser pulse is such that the ponderomotive potential (the 
photon pressure force potential) of the laser in the plasma amounts to 
Φ = mc2

√

1 + a2
0
 so that the excited plasma wave motion acquires the electron 

momentum of mca0 . Here the normalized vector potential of the laser is 
a0 = eE0∕m�0c and E0 , �0 are the electric field and frequency of the laser. The pon-
deromotive force arises from the non-linear Lorentz force v × B∕c , which causes the 
polarization of electrons in the plasma in the longitudinal direction, even though the 
electric field of the laser is in the transverse direction. This yields the electrostatic 
field Ep = m�pca0∕e in the longitudinal direction in the same magnitude. This is the 
rectification of the transverse field of laser into the longitudinal wakefield. This is 
the origin of the excited wakefield. When a0 of the laser is greater than unity, such a 
laser is called relativistic (intensity). At the verge of relativistic strength, i.e., a0 = 1 , 
the wakefield amplitude assumes the value of Ep

(

a0 = 1
)

= m�pc∕e. This is the 
wave breaking field in the non-relativistic case. The wave tends to break if the wave 
amplitude is high so that the high amplitude portion of the wave typically propagates 
faster than the lower portions and takes over those. The relativistic phase of intense 
laser also makes the amplitude of the wakefield Ep relativistically intense, i.e., 
ap = eEp∕m�pc greater than unity. Note here to distinguish the phase velocity of 
wakefield being relativistic ( 𝛾p ≫ 1 ) and the laser amplitude being relativistic 
a0 ≫ 1 . However, it is of interest to recognize that the latter a0 ≫ 1 provides the rel-
ativistic coherence to the wakefield and the realization of relativistically coherent 
wakefield possible ap ≫ 1 (Tajima 2010). In addition to the coherence garnered by 
the excitation of the collective eigen mode of plasma [the typically the Langmuire 
plasma mode (electrostatic in its origin, but can acquire electromagnetic characters 
from the 2–3 dimensional effects and boundary conditions)] in this ultra-relativistic 
regime we attain the relativistic coherence, as the relativity dictates that particles 
move at near speed of light when they become highly relativistic. Thus, in this 
regime all particles move synchronously at the same speed thus attaining additional 
coherence and robustness arising from this. Thus, wakefield tends to become more 
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robust, when they are driven with more “bang” (more intense drivers). As we will 
discuss in astrophysical implications later, this is one of the important considera-
tions why wakefields are naturally manifested in cosmic phenomena, where naively 
it appears that nature does not have control for coherence, as opposed to human-
imposed experiments. The fact of matter, it appears often, is that this predominance 
of the biggest “bang” in the naturally occurring phenomena can dictates the most 
significant development in the dynamics and thus somewhat surprisingly on the sur-
face (but not so in retrospect) strong coherent dynamics of wakefields can arise natu-
rally in nature. See Table 3. In the optics since the invention of laser, it brought in 
coherence, as laser is the coherent photons. The quantum coherence has been well-
known using laser properties. However, we introduce relativistic coherence as 
shown in Table 3.

Once we introduce the method and mechanism behind relativistically coher-
ent and robust wakefield as above by the short pulsed electromagnetic (EM) waves 
[laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA)], it is not difficult to also introduce the wake-
field driven by a bunch of relativistic charged particle (such as electron bunch (Chen 
et al. 1985) in fact the original thought by Rostoker et al. (1979) was generically in 
this category and ion bunch (Caldwell et al. 2009). In the latter the charged parti-
cles’ electric fields point in the radial direction, while the magnetic fields introduced 
by the beam current are in the azimuthal direction, making the ponderomotive force 
essentially identical to the pulsed EM (or laser) waves. We may call all these meth-
ods as wakefield acceleration as a whole.

We summarize characteristics of the coherence emerging from the wakefield 
physics. The laser (or energetic beam injection) injected into the underdense plasma 
has a high group velocity (Tajima and Dawson 1979). Because of this, the phase 
velocity of the wake excited by the laser pulse [which is equal to the group velocity 
of the laser (or the beam)] is also high (close to the speed of light). Thus the wake-
field phase velocity is far removed from the actions of the bulk thermal activities 
(vph >> vth). This maintains the wakefields be largely insulated from the plasma bulk 
instabilities. This is why wakefields, once excited, remain high amplitude robust 
waves that are well maintained. This is akin to the wakes excited by a duck swim-
ming on the surface of a lake, whose wakes are well preserved in the trail of the 
duck (or equivalent motorboat wakes). See Figs. 1 and 2. Also note that the excited 
wake has bow kinds of wakes. In the duck or motorboat wakes as well as the laser 
wakefields, we observe the bow wake that is excited ahead of the wake exciter (the 
duck, motorboat, or the laser pulse (or the bunched charged beams) and the stern 
wake behind of it. See Fig. 2. The bow wake plays the role of inducing the stern 
wake. In certain cases such as the astrophysical ultra-relativistic wakes, the frontal 
bow wakes are predominant (see Sect. 6). In other applications we discuss, such as 
ion acceleration, we wish to deliberately excite the phase velocity of the subsequent 
waves at small phase velocity so that it can capture slow moving ions. This strategy 
will be discussed later in Sect. 4.

Some of the consequences of the collective excitation of modes that have princi-
ple of high phase velocity are summarized in Table 2. In the typical plasma, insta-
bilities happen when the phase velocity vph is close to the thermal velocity vth in such 
instabilities as the drift wave instability:
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When this is the case, if and when a wave is excited by some instability at the 
phase velocity vph , the wave can grow till it can trap electrons according to O’Neil 
(1965) at the trapping with is given by

where E is the electrostatic wave amplitude, k is the wavenumber of its wave, and q 
and m are the charge and mass of that particle that is to be trapped. In the condition 
(1) the wave phase velocity sits in the middle of the plasma particle distribution in 
its phase space so that even before the trapping width becomes substantially large, 
particles are trapped and begin to modify the distribution function significantly. This 
is the classical way that most plasma-wave particle interaction under O’Neil’s mech-
anism. In contrast to this, when the wakefields are excited as

where vph in laser wakefields is often close to c. Thus in the paradigm of the large 
phase velocity, the wave (such as wakefields) cannot trap electrons, as they are far 
removed from the region of where the phase velocity sits in the velocity space. Thus, 
the wakfields are not modifying the bulk plasma (a similar situation to the tsunami 
wave off shore is not wrecking the ship on the off-shore sea). This is why the bulk 
plasma does not suffer instability by the presence of wakefields. In fact, only when 
the trapping width of the wakefields becomes so large to satisfy the condition, the 
wakefields can begin to trap the bulk electrons:

and could begin to stop growing its amplitude. Since vph ~ c and k = �p∕c , using 
Eqs. (2) and (4), we obtain

This value on the right side of Eq.  (5) is the so-called Tajima–Dawson field. 
This is also the same as the non-relativistic wave breaking field (Berger and New-
comb 1958).

To drive such strong wave (wakefields), a superstrong laser pulse (or relativis-
tic charged beam pulse) is desired to be imposed (laser wakfields or beam-driven 
wakefields). Because of the above paradigm of the high phase velocity, such 
superstrong fields are tolerated in plasma (unlike in the left column situations in 
a “typical” plasma) in Table 2. When we call a superstrong laser pulse as relativ-
istic laser (or relativistically intense laser), it means that electrons are driven to 
relativistic energies (and thus reach near speed of light) by the oscillating laser 
electric fields (in its transverse direction) within one single laser oscillation. This 
means that the normalized vector potential a0 = eE0/mω0c exceeds unity, where E0 
and ω0 are laser electric field and frequency:

(1)vph ∼ vth,

(2)vtr =
√

qE∕mk,

(3)vph ≫ vth,

(4)vtr ∼ vph
(

≫ vth
)

(5)E = ETD =
m�pc

e
.
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To excite a large amplitude of wakefield electric fields (longitudinal field and 
also can be some transverse fields in more than 1D), we wish not only to employ 
the above superstrong fields’ brute force, but also resort to the plasma’s ability to 
resonantly excite its eigen mode(s). The most important eigenmode in plasma is its 
Langmuir plasma oscillations (plasma wave). This is similar for a child to excite the 
swing to a large amplitude by sway it by its periodic eigen frequency, or a violin-
ist stirs harmonic sound oscillations of its string vibration. To excite this collective 
mode of plasma, we set the laser pulse length ll be a half of the eigen wavelength of 
the plasma wave (Tajima and Dawson 1979), that is

There are other ways to also resonantly excite plasma eigenmodes, such as the 
beatwave, self-modulation instability of plasma (Tajima and Dawson 1979; Tajima 
1985; Fisher and Tajima 1993; 1996).

The energy gain of electrons that are trapped by (or injected into, or surfing on) 
the wakefields may be calculated using the height of the ponderomotive potential Φ0 
of the laser:

The amplification of the electron energy gain over the ponderomotive potential 
energy Φ0 is by the Lorentz factor enhancement 2γ2 (Tajima and Dawson 1979), 
which is obtained using the expression of the phase velocity vph of the plasma wave 

of wakefields being c
√

(

1 − �2
p
∕�2

0

)

:

This factor (9) arises due to the fact that the wave of wakefields are propagating 
with high phase velocity (with ions being stationary). As we will discuss in more 
detail in ion acceleration Sect.  4, in the case of sheath formation with low phase 
velocity (and also the case of wakefields in high density near the critical density, 
also to be discussed later) there is no energy enhancement due to this Lorentz factor 
enhancement. Instead in the case of Coherent Acceleration of Ions by Laser (CAIL)/
Radiation Pressure Acceleration (RPA) acceleration there is the energy enhance-
ment factor (2α + 1) over the ponderomotive potential Φ0 (α: coherence parameter) 
(Mako and Tajima 1984), a different mechanism. See Table 2 the last row (left).

In addition to the conventional (laboratory) acceleration, also nearly all known 
astrophysical acceleration mechanisms [such as the Fermi acceleration (Fermi 
1954)] are single particle acceleration and thus linear in its each stage. However, 
the Fermi acceleration in astrophysics assumes multiple scatterings of each ion over 
many encounters of magnetic clouds. In later sections we see that wakefield accel-
eration also takes place in astrophysical settings. Thus, Nature has employed also 
its own collective plasma force to drive wakefields and acceleration. Of course, the 

(6)a0 = eE0∕m𝜔0c > 1.

(7)ll = �c∕�p.

(8)Φ0 = mc2
(

√

(

1 + a2
0

)

− 1

)

.

(9)2�2 = 2�2
0
∕�2

p
.
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Mother Nature is tremendous and its acceleration is far beyond what we could mar-
shal on the surface of the Earth.

In Table 3, we characterize the nature of relativistic coherence that emerges in 
our relativistic dynamics of the wakefield excitation. There is the well-known coher-
ence phenomenon called the quantum coherence (Cohen-Tannoudji and Robilliard 
2001). The quantum coherence emerges when the matter is ultracold and the atomic 
wave functions tend to show broader de Broglie wavelength in low temperatures. 
When the de Broglie length gets greater than the mean distance of atoms, wavefunc-
tions of atoms or particles of atoms tend to show quantum overlap and thus coher-
ence. Then such phenomena as superfluidity and superconductivity manifest. In the 
total opposite scale of energy is the relativistic coherence. When the particles’ 
energy become ultra-relativistic, their speeds all become near the speed of light ~ c 
and thus they tend to move together and acquire coherence. The formation of a thin 
electron sheet by the wakefields is a good example of this. Because of this relativis-
tic coherence, the wakefields tend to be more coherent, robust, and regulated, as 
shown in Fig. 3 (left). It is also noted that because of the relativistic coherence the 
electron density, for example, tends to be more peaked than in the nonrelativistic 
cases, again seen clearly in Fig. 3 (left). If such relativistic effects are exercised in 
higher dimensions (such as in 2D or 3D), the incurred fields may be also enhanced 
because of such concentration. Another relativistic effect is worth mentioning. As 
we have seen above, the coherent dynamics in collective forces allows some special 
bonus in the ponderomotice force. The ponderomotive force arises by the Lorentz 
force (q/c) v × B. When the force is collective and coherent, the ponderomotive 
force is proportional to the time-average of the Lorentz force, ⟨v × B⟩ , which may be 
expressed proportional to the laser electric field squared averaged, 

⟨

E2
⟩

, which is 
proportional to a2

0
 . On the other hand, when the parameter a0 becomes on the order 

of or greater than unity, i.e., relativistically intense, the electron dynamical velocity 
no longer is proportional to E ( or a0), thus the ponderomotive force is proportional 
merely to a0. We can see this in the expression of the ponderomotive potential 
Φ = mc2

√

1 + a2
0
 . Even though in the relativistic regime (a0 > 1) the ponderomotive 

potential does not increase as rapidly as in the nonrelativistic regime (a0 < 1); how-
ever, we garner the relativistic coherence instead, whose benefits we have just dis-
cussed above.

2  Laser compression

One of the basic requirements for LWFA excitation (Tajima and Dawson 1979) 
mentioned in Sect. 1 is to have an ultrafast intense laser pulse compression (in the 
fs regime) to resonate with the collective eigenmode of plasma oscillations. The 
technique of Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) (Strickland and Mourou 1985) 
was invented timely (1985) to meet this requirement (1979). A major review on this 
demand and realization of CPA is found in Ref. (Mourou et al. 2006). Thus, we will 
not repeat this here. The CPA had spurred the experimental realization of LWFA 
in a major way. By so doing it further spurred along with LWFA the advent of high 
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field science (Mourou et al. 2006; Tajima et al. 2000). The LWFA demands on the 
collider specs have further stimulated the intense laser technology in an entirely new 
direction and horizon as the invention of CAN (Coherent Amplification Network) 
fiber laser system (Mourou et al. 2013). This was to answer the call for high repeti-
tion rated, high efficiency intense laser needed for the high luminosity collider beam 
drivers (Xie et al. 1997; Leemans et al. 2011). In recent years there arose demands 
for high-energy LWFA demands low density of the accelerating plasma (or high fre-
quency of laser drive). The lower the density is, the higher the laser energy required 
becomes. The initiative of compressing high energy lasers of nanoseconds into 
those in fs has also inspired methods for compression of high energy laser on one 
hand, while further compression desires (beyond CPA) of fs lasers into the regime 
of single-cycled laser (in a few fs) have arisen. The thin film compression (TFC) 
technique (Mourou et al. 2014) was born from this demand. In this section we will 
delineate this development in detail. It is remarkable to note that this single-cycled 
optical laser compression opened a way to create a single-cycled X-ray laser possi-
bility, which would be never imagined as possible so readily till the arrival of TFC. 
This is because the earlier innovation of the relativistic mirror compression of opti-
cal laser pulse works best in converting a single-cycled regime of optical laser into 
single-cycled X-ray laser pulses (Naumova and Nees 2004; Naumova and Sokolov 
2004). This development further opened a path toward the X-ray LWFA possibil-
ity (Tajima 2014).We briefly review on this in Sect.  8. This is an alternative way 
to access LWFA scaling by increasing the critical density instead of decreasing 
the plasma density. Such developments revolutionize both ultraintense lasers (into 
EW lasers) and ultrafast pulse lasers (into zeptoseconds), as predicted by the Pulse 
Duration-Intensity Conjecture (Mourou and Tajima 2011). Such laser pulses are so 
unique that we still need a lot to learn in the future on their implications.

There is a tendency to think that ultrashort pulse is the appanage of small-scale 
laser. In the pulse duration-peak power conjecture (Mourou and Tajima 2011) 
the opposite was demonstrated. Pulse duration and peak power are entangled. To 
shorten a pulse, it is necessary first to increase its peak power. In this article we 
show an example that illustrates this prediction, making possible the entry of laser 
into the zeptosecond and exawatt domain.

Since the beginning of the 1980’s optical pulse compression (Grischkowsky and 
Balant 1982) has become one of the standard ways to produce femtosecond pulse in 
the few cycle regime. The technique relies on a single mode fiber and is based on the 
interplay between the spectrum broadening produced by self phase modulation and 
the Group Velocity Dispersion necessary to stretch the pulse. The combination of 
both effects contributes to create a linearly frequency-chirped pulse that can be com-
pressed using dispersive elements like grating pairs, prism pairs or chirped mirrors. 
In their pioneering experiment, Grischkowsky et al. (1982) used a single mode opti-
cal fiber and were able to compress a picosecond pulse with nJ energy to the femto-
second level. This work triggered an enormous interest that culminated with the gen-
eration of a pulse as short as 6 fs corresponding to 3 optical cycles at 620 nm by C.V 
Shank’s group (Knox and Fork 1985) see Fig. 4. In their first experiment the pulse 
was only 20 nJ, clamped at this level by the optical damage due to the core small 
size. To go higher in energy Svelto and his group (Nisoli et al. 1996) introduced a 
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compression technique based on fused silica hollow-core capillary, filled with noble 
gases and showed that they could efficiently compress their pulses to the 100  μJ 
level. Refining this technique Nisoli and DeSilvestri (1997) could compress a 20 fs 
into 5 fs or 2 cycles of light at 800 nm, where the energy was typically sub mJ. In 
both cases, like with single mode fiber, the compression effect was still driven by the 
interplay between self-phase modulation and group velocity dispersion.

To go higher in energy, bulk compression was attempted by Corkum and Rolland 
(1988). See Fig. 4. In their embodiment the pulse is free-propagating and not guided 
anymore. The pulse was relatively long around 50 fs with an input energy of 500 μJ 
leading to an output pulse of 100 μJ in 20 fs. This scheme is impaired by the beam 
bell shape intensity distribution. It leads to a non-uniform broadening compounded 
with small scale self focusing making the pulse impossible to compress except for 
the top part of the beam that can be considered as constant limiting the efficiency 
and attractiveness of this technique.

2.1  Thin film compression (TFC)

Here we are describing a novel scheme capable to compress 25  fs large energy 
pulses as high as 1 kJ to the 1–2 fs level. We call this technique Thin Film Compres-
sor or TFC. See Fig. 5. The incoming already short laser pulse (such as 25 fs) goes 
through a thin film of dielectric, which phase modulate the laser pulse in broaden 
its spectrum. Once this optical nonlinearity makes the spectrum broadening, we can 
make the pulse compressed further by a pair of chirped mirror to further compress 
the laser pulse, say, by a factor of two. If one tried this process three rimes, one 
could compress the pulse eventually by an order of magnitude. As shown in simula-
tion this technique is very efficient > 50% and preserves the beam quality (Mourou 
et al. 2014).

Unlike in the previous bulk compression technique performed with large-scale 
laser exhibiting bell shape distribution, the technique relies on the top hat nature of 
large-scale femtosecond lasers when they are well constructed. Figure 6 shows the 
output of a PW laser generating 27 J in 27 fs called CETAL in the National Institute 
of Laser, Plasma and Radiophysics (NILPR) in Bucharest (see Ref. Mironov et al. 

Fig. 4  Evolution of few optical cycle pulses over the years
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2017); its recent application is mentioned in Ref. Zhou and Yan (2016). Similar flat 
top energy distributions are exhibited by the BELLA system at Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. The next generation of high power laser will deliver 10PW like ELI-NP 
in Romania or Apollon in France, with a similar top hat beam. Simulation shows 
that the pulse being already very short, i.e., 27 fs will require a very thin optical ele-
ment of a fraction of a mm thick for a beam of 16 cm diameter. This element will be 

Fig. 5  Embodiment of a double Thin Film Compressor TFC Thin film “plastic” of 500 μm thickness as 
uniform as possible is set in the near field of PW producing a flat-top beam with the B-integral value (B) 
of about 3–7. The beam propagates through a telescope composed of 2 parabolae, used to adjust finely 
the B and reduce the laser beam hot spots. Before compression the beam is corrected for the residual 
wavefront non-uniformity of the beam and the thin film thickness variations. The pulse is compressed 
using chirped mirrors to 6.4 fs. The measurement is performed using a single shot auto-correlator. The 
same step is repeated in a second compressor with a film of 100 μm producing an output of 2 fs, 20 J 
(after Mourou et al. 2014)
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Fig. 6  This figure shows the intensity across the beam profile: a at the laser output, b after the first stage 
(no spatial filter, c after the second stage (no spatial filter) (after Mourou et al. 2014)
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extremely difficult to manufacture, extremely fragile to manipulate and very expen-
sive, making the idea of pulse compression of high energy pulse unpractical. Our 
solution is to use a thin “plastic” film of ~ 500 μm with a diameter of 20 cm. The ele-
ment, that we call plastic for simplicity could be amorphous polymer thermoplastic, 
like the PVdC (polyvinylidene chloride), the additive PVC (polyvinyl chloride), the 
triacetate of cellulose, the polyester, or other elements as long as they are transparent 
to the wavelength under study, robust, flexible and exhibit a uniform thickness, ide-
ally within a fraction of a wavelength. It is paramount to have a thickness as uniform 
as possible across the beam, but does not have to be flat. As opposed to a thin (frac-
tion of a mm) quartz, silicate over a dimension of 20 cm, it is abundant, inexpensive 
and sturdier. It should be susceptible to withstand the laser shot without breaking. 
In case where the film breaks, it can be replaced, cheaply, easily for the following 
shot. In the preferred embodiment shown in Fig. 5, the laser beam is focused by an 
off axis parabola with a f# about 10. The focused beam plays two roles. (a) It can be 
used to adjust the beam intensity by sliding the film up and down (over a small travel 
though) to optimize intensity and (b) to provide a means to eliminate the high spatial 
frequencies produced by the beam nonuniformities due to the small scale focusing. 
A pinhole of suitable dimension is located at the focus. After the focal point the 
beam is re-imaged to infinity by a second parabola. The pulse can be measured at 
this point using a standard single shot autocorrelator technique. Simulations, in the 
next chapter demonstrate the possibility to compress a 27 J, 27 fs into 6 fs in a first 
stage and 2 fs in a second stage, where the plastic thickness is 100 μm. The beam 
remains of good quality after this double compression, as shown in Fig. 6.

Because there is no real loss in the system we expect an overall compressor effi-
ciency in the range > 50%. As a consequence, the peak power is increased close to 
10 times. Note that ideally, after each “thin film” a wave front corrector is installed 
to take into account a possible non-uniformity of the film thickness that could not 
affect the B but would be harmful to the wave front. This simple technique provides 
a spectacular reduction in pulse duration of more than 10 time transforming a PW 
laser into a greater that 10PW laser. It can also be extended to the 10PW regime to 
boost its power to more than 100PW or 0.1EW.

2.2  Relativistic compression

This result becomes extremely relevant to the so called Relativistic λ3 regime 
(Naumova and Nees 2004), where relativistic few cycle pulses are focused on one 
λ2 area (Figs. 7, 8a). The relativistic mirror is not planar and rather deforms due 
to the indentation created by the focused Gaussian beam. In the relativistic regime 
Naumova et al. (2004) predicts a pulse duration T—compressed by the relativistic 
mirror—scaling like T = 600/a0 attoseconds. Similar results are predicted by the 
Pukhov’s group (2010). For intensity of the order of  1022 W/cm2 the compressed 
pulse could be of the order of only a few attoseconds or even zeptoseconds. Nau-
mova et al. (2004) have simulated the generation of thin sheets of electrons of few 
nm thickness, much shorter than the laser period. It opens the prospect for X and 
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gamma coherent scattering with good efficiency. A similar concept called ’rela-
tivistic flying mirror’ using the steepened LWFA electron sheets has been devised 
and demonstrated (Bulanov et al. 2003; Kando et al. 2007), using a thin sheet of 
accelerated electrons. The latter type of relativistic flying mirror has been sug-
gested to employ in experiments that demand extreme high acceleration (and thus 
high gravity force by virtue of the Einstein’s Equivalence Principle of Accelera-
tion and Gravity), such as the check of general theory of relativity (Chen and 
Tajima 1999; Chen and Mourou 2017).

Fig. 7  a Interaction of few cycle pulse in the relativistic λ regime. It shows the shaped mirror created by 
the enormous light pressure. In this time scale only the electrons have the time to move. The ions are too 
slow to follow (after Naumova and Nees 2004); b the reflection of an ultra relativistic pulse by a high Z 
target will broadcast the beam in specific way. The pulse is compressed by a factor proportional to a0 . 
The pulses will be easily isolated (after Naumova and Nees 2004)

Fig. 8  Pulse duration as function of a0 , the normalized vector potential. The expression of the pulse dura-
tion is derived to be 600 as ∕a0. For a0 of the order of 1000, pulse duration of 600 zs could be achieved 
(after Naumova and Nees 2004)
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3  Density tailoring of wakefield

Based on the fundamental concept of the wakefield acceleration discussed in Sect. 1, 
prior to the invention of CPA (Strickland and Mourou 1985), the beatwave idea 
(Tajima and Dawson 1979) to induce the resonant plasma waves was used (Ebra-
him et al. 1981). Nakajima et al. (1994) and Nakajima and Fisher 1995) realized the 
first LWFA experiments, utilizing self-modulation (Tajima 1985; Fisher and Tajima 
1996). Three simultaneous publications of quasimonoenergetic LWFA experiments 
were published to usher in the era of bubble injected LWFA (Geddes and Toth 2004; 
Faure and Glinec 2004). Many reviews can be referred here on these subsequent 
developments such as Refs. (Esarey et  al. 2009; Corde and Phuoc 2013; Macchi 
et al. 2013; Schmid and Buck 2010; Malka 2012; Guillaume and Dopp 2015). As 
discussed in Sect. 1, the phase velocity variation on the plasma density allows us to 
navigate and manipulate the wakefields and particles that are trapped in them. Here 
we would like to briefly list some of the efforts to consider the density tailoring to 
further improve the wakefield properties. In addition there now appears an effort 
that starts feedback control for high repetitive laser-plasma system by the artificial 
intelligence (AI) such as Ref. (Hernandez and Vannucci 1996). [It is probably pos-
sible to perform other types of AI such as neural network prediction, which has been 
employed in magnetic confined plasma of tokamak to predict the plasma disruption 
(Hernandez and Vannucci 1996)].

Longitudinal plasma density tailoring can be used to manipulate electron beam 
properties such as output energy and energy spread. Dephasing is one of the main 
issues limiting the energy gain of electron beams. In homogeneous plasma, the 
phase velocity of the wakefield is approximately equal to the laser group velocity. 
As the laser group velocity and wake phase velocity are smaller than the electron 
beam velocity, electron beam outruns the plasma wave during the acceleration and 
reaches the decelerating region. The phase velocity of plasma wakefield in inhomo-
geneous plasma changes due to the density dependence of the plasma oscillation 
frequency, which can be written as (Bulanov et al. 1997; Sprangle and Hafizi 2001; 
Moore and Ting 2001)

where vg(z) is the laser group velocity, �p(z) =
√

4�ne(z)e
2∕me is the local plasma 

frequency, �(z, t) = �p(z)

(

t −
z∫
0

dz�∕vg
(

z�
)

)

 is the phase of the wakefield behind 

laser pulse. A density gradient can be used to increase the phase velocity (upramp) 
or decrease the phase velocity (downramp). Density tapering can be used to manipu-
late the acceleration phase of the electron beams and extend the dephasing length 
(Bulanov et al. 1997; Sprangle and Hafizi 2001; Moore and Ting 2001; Pukhov and 
Kostyukov 2008; Rittershofer and Schroeder 2010; Hur and Suk 2011). Continuous 
phase-locking in the linear wakefield regime are proposed and investigated theoreti-
cally and numerically. To achieve phase-locking, the plasma density profile needs to 
be controlled precisely using complicated functions (Sprangle and Hafizi 2001; 
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Moore and Ting 2001; Pukhov and Kostyukov 2008; Dopp and Guillaume 2016), 
which is difficult to realize experimentally. In the highly nonlinear regime in which 
most experiments are performed, it is much more difficult to achieve phase locking 
due to the complexity of the driver evolution. In the nonlinear regime, the plasma 
frequency and wavelength also depend on the driver intensity, the size of the accel-
eration cavity depends on the pulse length and width. Density inhomogeneity affects 
the nonlinear evolution of the driver, including self-focusing, self-compression and 
depletion. In consequence, the density induced change of the cavity size will be par-
tially or completely counteracted by the augmented laser intensity. Sharp density 
transitions are used alternatively to reset the acceleration phase and enhance the 
energy gain of electron beams (Guillaume and Dopp 2015; Dopp and Guillaume 
2016). The laser does not react instantly to the density change, so a sharp transition 
as in a step-like profile is a promising alternative. The large energy spread of laser 
plasma accelerator is mainly due to the energy chirp imprinted by unsynchronized 
injection and/or acceleration field gradient. The plasma wakefields are sine waves in 
the linear regime and sawtooth waves in the nonlinear regime. The acceleration 
fields have both positive and negative gradients. The energy chirp changes due to the 
phase space rotation in acceleration field gradient. Typically electron beams experi-
ence positive acceleration field gradient first and the energy of bunch head is higher 
than the bunch tail (positive chirp). Then electrons experience negative acceleration 
field gradient and the positive energy chirp is removed at some distance. The fields 
with positive and negative gradients are not equal in slopes and lengths in the non-
linear regime. And the initial beam chirps vary for different injection mechanisms. 
The energy chirp is often not optimized at the dephasing point or the exit of plasma. 
The rates and direction of phase space rotation can be controlled by manipulating 
plasma densities (Hu and Lu 2016; Brinkmann and Delbos 2017; Wang and Li 
2016; Dopp and Thaury 2018). Periodically modulated plasma densities can make 
electrons experience alternating acceleration field gradients, and the energy chirp 
can be kept small in this way (Brinkmann and Delbos 2017). Sharp density transi-
tions can also be used to make the energy chirp mitigated at the end of the accelera-
tion (Hu and Lu 2016; Wang and Li 2016; Dopp and Thaury 2018). The density 
ratio of the transition needs to be controlled to make electrons experience reversed 
field gradient (Hu and Lu 2016). Experiments using gas jet pair (Wang and Li 2016) 
and hydrodynamic shocks (Dopp and Thaury 2018) demonstrate the feasibility of 
manipulating energy chirp with density tailoring. The density profiles can be 
adjusted by tuning the positions of the gas jets or shocks. Ultralow energy spread 
(below 1%) electron beams can be produced numerically (Hu and Lu 2016) and 
experimentally (Wang and Li 2016) by laser plasma accelerator with proper density 
tailoring. With more knobs added to the laser plasma accelerators, the beam quality 
can be further improved to meet the harsh requirements of future colliders and free 
electron lasers.
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4  Ion acceleration

In Sect. 1, we have discussed that the needed conditions of laser-driven ion accelera-
tion is markedly different from that of electron acceleration. In this section we focus 
on laser ion acceleration. The principal issue is to trap much heavier ions whose 
trapping width is far smaller than that of electrons so that ions are far more dif-
ficult to trap than electrons for a given laser fields. This revives the discussion we 
underwent with Mako and Tajima (1978, 1984) [See also the discussion by Rau 
et al. (1998)] in which how the excited sheath behaves and how these sheaths driven 
electric fields accelerate ions collectively. As Eq.  (1) indicates, the trapping width 
for ions is far smaller than that for electrons, because the mass m has to be taken 
the mass ratio (of ion to electron) times greater. Thus the ion trapping width is the 
mass ratio squared-root times smaller that of electron. Thus we have to make the 
phase velocity of the wave much closer to the ion bulk velocities. This means as 
shown in Table 1 that instead of the right column for electron wakefields, we have to 
explore the situation closer to the left column.[Also the normalized vector potential 
of the laser fields (now normalized to ion mass) a0i = (Mi/me) a0 (with a0 defined for 
electrons previously) is far smaller than a0. Thus we have to introduce the issue of 
catching ions adiabatically by changing the phase velocity of the accelerating waves 
from slow to gradually higher. To this purpose we refer the reader to Table  2, in 
whose examples of such a strategy is compared. One such an approach proposed 
was to control the phase velocity of the waves (or pulse) of the accelerating structure 
as a function of the distance, while ions are accelerated and gain their speed. We can 
do so, for example, by adopting the accelerating structure as Alfven wave (Rau and 
Tajima 1998) in which one can gradually (adiabatically) vary either the plasma den-
sity from large to small, or the magnetic field from small to large so that the Alfven 
phase velocity increases adiabatically and thus the adiabatic ion acceleration may be 
achieved.

4.1  CAIL regime vs. TNSA

We consider the electrostatic sheath that is created behind the ponderomotive drive 
of the laser pulse and its dynamics in a self-consistent treatment to evaluate the 
maximal ion energies in the laser driven foil interaction in which the foil dynam-
ics also counts when the foil is sufficiently thin. Here the thinness is defined as the 
normalized thickness σ (= ned/ncr λ, where ne and ncr are the electron density and 
critical density, d and λ are the thickness and wavelength of laser) is small compared 
to a0 (the normalized vector potential of the laser), or ξ = σ/a0 < 1. When the foil 
is thick with 𝜉 >> 1 , the foil is not moving and this is the situation in the regime 
of TNSA (Target Normal Sheath Acceleration) (Snavely and Key 2000) [When the 
foil is thick and the laser pulse is completely reflected, the ion acceleration may be 
described by the plasma expansion model for thicker targets (Passoni et al. 2004)]. 
On the contrary, in case of 𝜉 << 1 , the transmission is dominant and the laser passes 
without too much interaction with the target. However, we will note that there is a 
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regime ( 𝜉 >> 1 ) with thickness still much smaller than that for TNSA for thicker tar-
gets. The optimum ion acceleration condition is in the range of � ∼ 1 ( 0.1 < 𝜉 < 10 ). 
There appears partially transmitted laser pulse and behind the target energetic elec-
trons still execute the collective motions in the laser field. Electrons quiver with the 
laser field and are also be pushed forward by the ponderomotive force. In the region 
ahead of the exploding thin target, there are three components of characteristics 
orbits: a set of orbits in forward direction with angle 0°), the second backward (with 
− 180° or 180°), and the third with loci with curved loops (Yan and Tajima 2010) 
The first two are characteristics observed even in a simple sheath, but also present in 
the current case, where perhaps the forward is as vigorous or more so as the back-
ward one. The third category belongs to the orbits of trapped particles in the laser 
field or the ponderomotive potential. For a reflexing electron cloud the distribution 
shows only two components, the forward one and the backward one.

We adopt the self-similar law analysis that may govern this accelerating pro-
cess, as pioneered by Mako and Tajima (1984) and later employed in the analysis of 
CAIL (Coherent Acceleration of Ions by Laser) (Tajima and Habs 2009). The radia-
tion pressure acceleration (RPA) regime (Esirkepov et al. 2004) with increased laser 
pressure (a0 >> 1) was proposed in which the laser ponderomotive force is so large 
to move electron charge to pull ions together (Esirkepov et  al. 2004) We recently 
showed that CAIL and RPA (radiation pressure acceleration) satisfy the same physi-
cal condition for the optimal target thickness as a function of the laser intensity and 
similar physical dynamics (Tajima et  al. 2017; Magee and Necas 2019) (thereby, 
even RPA may be even understood under this analysis as far as we accept the power-
law type of behavior in RPA). Under these analyses the relative places in the param-
eter domain of a0 and σ for CAIL, RPA, and TNSA are shown in Fig. 9. In their 
analysis the forward current density of electrons J and electron density ne are related 
through

At a given position in the reflexing electron cloud, where the potential is ϕ, the 
total particle energy (disregarding the rest mass energy) is given by

In the regime between the TNSA and the RPA (Bulanov et  al. 2003) and its 
sisters (Macchi et  al. 2005; Schwoerer and Pfotenhauer 2006; Robinson and Zepf 
2008; Hegelich and Albright 2006) sits a regime in which ion acceleration is more 
coherent with the electron dynamics than the TNSA but it is not totally synchronous 
as in the RPA. In this regime the acceleration of charged particles of ions produces 
a propensity to gain energies more than thermal effects would, as is the case for 
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TNSA (and thus entailing the exponential energy spectrum) with heavier relative 
weight in the greater energy range in its energy spectrum characteristics. The power 
spectrum is one such example. On the other hand, in this regime the ponderomo-
tive force and its induced electrostatic bucket behind it are not strong enough to trap 
ions, in contrast to the relativistic PRA, In RPA the laser’s ponderomotive drive, 
the electrostatic bucket following it, and ions trapped in it are all moving in tandem 
along the laser. In the RPA the train of bow shock of electrons preceding the laser 
pulse and the following electrostatic bucket that can be stably trap ions is stably 

Fig. 9  Scaling of the maximum energies attained as a function of the normalized target thickness sigma 
and the normalized vector potential of the peak of the laser pulse). a The line for the maximum energy 
and that for the RPA form the same ridge of σ/a0 = 1. On the other hand, the domain for TNSA lies far 
to the right (equivalently below the ridge line of CAIL-RPA) (after Tajima et al. 2017). b The maximum 
ion energy as a function of a0 is plotted below. The dots are by PIC simulation, while the curves with 
red and blue are by the theory (with α = 6.3 and 3.7, respectively). This shows the maximum energy also 
obeys the same formula, Eq. (15) for the CAIL and RPA in addition to the requirement optimal condition 
σ/a0 = 1 (Yan and Tajima 2010)
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formed. This structure is not so unlike the wave train of laser wakefield accelera-
tion (LWFA) (Tajima and Dawson 1979). In LWFA since particles to be accelerated 
are electrons, it is when the amplitude of the laser becomes relativistic (i.e., a0 = 
eEl/mω0c ~ O(1), about  1018 W/cm2), the electron dynamics sufficiently relativistic 
so that trapping of electrons with the phase velocity c is possible and a process of 
coherent electron acceleration and thus a peaked energy spectrum is possible. For 
the ion acceleration for RPA wave structure that is speeding at nearly ~ c to trap ions 
in the electrostatic bucket, it takes for ions to become nearly relativistic, i.e., a0 ~ 
O(M/m), or ~ 1023 W/cm2. Otherwise, the phase velocity of the accelerating structure 
for ions has to be adiabatically (i.e., gradually) increased from small value to nearly 
c. Only an additional slight difference is that the LWFA excites an eigen mode of 
plasma, which is the plasma oscillations as a wake of the electrostatic charge separa-
tion caused behind the laser pulse, while the electrostatic bucket for the ion accelera-
tion is not exciting eigenmodes of the plasma. Thus the more direct comparison of 
the RPA structure is the ponderomotive acceleration as discussed in Ref. (Lau and 
Yeh 2015). In any case the spectrum of RPA can show [in its computer simulations 
such as in Ref. (Bulanov et al. 2003)] some isolated peak of the energy spectrum 
for the trapped ion bucket. Here we recall that in the experimental history of even 
in the LWFA that till the so-called self-injection of electrons by the LWFA bucket’s 
3D structure was realized by short enough (and strong enough) laser pulse (Faure 
and Glinec 2004; Mangles and Murphy 2004), the energy spectrum had not shown 
isolated peaked distribution.

In this section we focus on the regime away from TNSA and at or near the optimal 
range of RPA and CAIL. Even though we wish to have energy peak, it is instructive 
to look for self-similar solutions of power law type. Here, it is instructive to pose the 
power law dependence of the electron current as a function of the electron energy 
in the tradition of Mako-Tajima analysis (1984): the power-law dependence may be 
characterized by two parameters, the characteristic electron energy E0 and the expo-
nent of the power-law dependence on energy E:

The maximum energy is assessed through the analysis shown in Refs. (Tajima 
and Habs 2009; Tajima et al. 2017) as

In Eq.  (15) we see that the ion energy is greater if the coherence parameter of 

electrons is greater. Here E0 takes the following form E0 = mc 
(

√

(

1 + a2
0

)

− 1

)

 

(Tajima and Habs 2009).
A more general expression (Tajima et al. 2017) for the time-dependent maximum 

kinetic energy at the ion front is

(14)J(E) = −J0
(

1 − E∕E0

)�
.

(15)�max,i = (2� + 1)QE0.

(16)�max,i(t) = (2� + 1)QE0

(

(1 + �t)1∕2�+1 − 1
)

, (t ≤ 2�).
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Here τ is the laser pulse duration and ω is the laser frequency. At the beginning 
the ion energy �max,i(0) = 0 and the ion energy approaches infinity as long as the 
time t → ∞ . Normally as the maximum pulse duration of a CPA (Chirped Pulse 
Amplification) laser is less than picoseconds, the final ion energy from Eq. (16) is 
only about

The above theory of CAIL has been developed to analyze the experiment (Henig 
and Steinke 2009). Then the optimal condition σ = a0 for maximum energy takes 
place, as shown in Fig.  10, with the experimental and theoretical behavior con-
verged. Along with this theory computational simulation has been also carried out 
Refs. (Yan and Tajima 2010; Tajima and Habs 2009). These three are well agreeing 
with each other. See Fig. 9, where the ridge line for both CAIL and RPA is given 
by σ/a0 = 1. This is a good indication that the two are under the same dynamics. 
It is further noted that while the linearly polarized (LP) laser irradiation process is 
well described such as the maximum energies by the CAIL, when the polarization 
is switched to the circular polarization (CP), the energy spectrum of the acceler-
ated ions show a quasi-monoenergy feature (Henig and Steinke 2009). This lat-
ter tendency is interpreted as the CP’s ability to accelerate electrons and thus ions 
more adiabatically (Henig and Steinke 2009). This insight indicates a potentially 
very important path toward improving laser driven ion acceleration (more on this 
is discussed in Sect. 5). The more recent experiment by a Korean group also shows 
similar tendency. They have adopted far higher intensity of laser (up to 6 × 1020 W/
cm2) than in Henig and Steinke (2009) and also obtained much higher energies of 
accelerated ions (Kim 2014) than in Henig and Steinke (2009). More importantly, 

(17)�max,i(t = 1��) = 2(2� + 1)QE0.

Fig. 10  Maximum ion cutoff energies as a function of target thickness in the regime of CAIL experi-
ments (Henig and Steinke 2009). Theoretical curves are from the CAIL theory as discussed (Yan and 
Tajima 2010; Tajima and Habs 2009). Observed values and theory (CAIL) are in good agreement over a 
broad parameter range (from Yan and Tajima 2010)
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the maximum energy scaling (their cutoff energy) seems to agree with the CAIL. 
Also importantly, their results show that the CP irradiation shows some preliminary 
evidence that its acceleration process is more adiabatic (accompanying a slightly 
isolated high energy population, which does now show up in the LP case. This ten-
dency, though still very preliminary, is consistent with the earlier finding of Henig 
and Steinke (2009).

4.2  Phase stable acceleration

State-of-the-art lasers can deliver ultraintense, ultrashort laser pulses with intensi-
ties exceeding  1021 W/cm2 with very high contrast ratios in excess of  1010. These 
systems could avoid the formation of plasma by the prepulse, thus opening the way 
to laser-solid interactions with ultra-thin solid targets (Mourou et al. 2006; Mackin-
non and Sentoku 2002), as we already discussed in Sect. 4.1. As discussed above, 
CAIL is a little sister of RPA. Solid targets irradiated by a short pulse laser can be 
an efficient and flexible source of MeV protons as well as highly charged MeV ions. 
Such proton beams are already applied to produce high-energy density matter (Patel 
and Mackinnon 2003; Hofmann 2018; Okamura 2018; Sharkov et  al. 2016) or to 
radiograph transient processes (Borghesi and Campbell 2002; Liao and Li 2016), 
and they offer promising prospects for tumor therapy (Bulanov and Esirkepov 2002), 
isotope generation for positron emission tomography (Spencer and Ledingham 
2001), and fast ignition of fusion cores (Roth and Cowan 2001; Weng and Sheng 
2018). Meanwhile, CAIL in lower energies but with sufficient efficiency may be use-
ful in compact ion source applications such as neutron sources and measurements. 
Recently, radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) has been proposed and extensively 
studied, which shows ultra-intense laser pulses can accelerate mono-energetic ion 
bunches in a phase-stable-acceleration (PSA) way from ultrathin foils (Esirkepov 
et  al. 2004; Macchi et  al. 2005; Robinson and Zepf 2008; Kruer and Estabrook 
1985; Rykovanov and Schreiber 2008; Zhang and Shen 2007; Qiao et  al. 2009; 
Klimo et al. 2008; Yan and Lin 2008; Chen et al. 2008; Yin and Yu 2008). In this 
section, we dwell on this point now.

In the intense-laser interaction with solid foils, usually there are three groups of 
accelerated ions. The first two occur at the front surface, moving backward and for-
ward, respectively, and the third one is sheath acceleration (TNSA) that occurs at 
the rear surface (Esirkepov et al. 2006; Li and Sheng 2005). As these output beams 
are accelerated only by electrostatic fields and have no longitudinal bunching in (x, 
px) plane, their distribution profiles used to be exponential nearly with 100% energy 
spread. Although some techniques can be used to decreasing the energy spread, they 
rely on relatively complicated target fabrication (Schwoerer and Pfotenhauer 2006; 
Hegelich and Albright 2006; Toncian and Borghesi 2006).

In these surface acceleration mechanisms, the linear polarized (LP) laser pulse 
is used and the J × B heating (Kruer and Estabrook 1985) is efficient to gener-
ate the hot electrons. For a circularly polarized (CP) laser pulse with the electri-
cal field EL = E(x)

(

sin
(

𝜔Lt
)

ŷ + cos
(

𝜔Lt
)

ẑ
)

 ; however, the ponderomotive force is 
��⃗fp = −

mec
2

4

𝜕

𝜕x
a2
L
(x) and its oscillating part vanishes. Here, aL(x) = eE∕me�Lc is the 
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normalized laser amplitude, and me , �L and e are the electron mass, laser frequency 
and charge, respectively. When a CP laser is normally incident on a thin foil, the 
electrons are pushed forward steadily by the ponderomotive force. There is a regime 
of proton acceleration in the interaction of a CP laser with a thin foil in a certain 
parameter range, where the proton beam is synchronously accelerated and bunched 
like in a conventional RF linac. The acceleration mechanism is thus named as Phase 
Stable Acceleration (PSA). An analytic model is presented to show the acceleration 
and bunching processes duration the laser interaction.

As the oscillating part of the ponderomotive force is zero for CP laser pulse and 
J × B heating does not participate, different from LP case. Some behavior contrast is 
shown in Fig. 11. To discuss the PSA regime easily, a simple model can been derived 
to elucidate the bunch formation for laser plasma interaction (Yan and Lin 2008; Liu 
and He 2008). A linear profile of both in the electron depletion region ( Ex1 = E0x∕d 
for 0 < x < d ) and in the compressed electron layer ( Ex2 = E0

[

1 − (x − d)∕ls
]

 
for d < x < d + ls ) (see Fig.  11). The parameter E0, np0 and ls are related by the 
equations:

and

As the Ex1 increases with x , the protons starting at initial positions x < d are 
debunched (longitudinally defocused) and their density will decrease in the electron 
depletion region. In contrary, because the Ex2 decreases with x , the protons inside 
the compression layer ( d < x < d + ls ) can be bunched by the electrostatic field Ex2. 
The equilibrium between the electrostatic and the ponderomotive forces on electrons 
is only transitorily lost and the electrons rearrange themselves quickly to provide 
a new equilibrium if the laser pulse is not over. So that the light pressure exerted 
on the electrons (1 + �)IL∕c is assumed to be balanced by the electrostatic pressure 
E0enp0ls∕2. Here � is the reflecting efficiency.

(18)E0 = 4�end

(19)np0ls = nd ≈ n0D.

Fig. 11  A thin solid-density target (n0/nc = 10, D = 0.2λL) is irradiated by a short laser pulse with a nor-
malized laser amplitude aL = 5 . (a Electrostatic field. b Electron phase space (x, px) distribution
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To describe the interaction between the protons and electrons beyond hydrody-
namics, dynamic equations are derived based on this model (Liu and He 2008). 
We introduce � =

(

xi − xr
)

 with −ls∕2 ≤ � ≤ ls∕2 , where xr = d + ls∕2 represents 
the position for the reference particle. The force acting on a test ion is given by 
Fi = qiE0

(

1 −
(

xi − d
)

∕ls
)

 . Thus, the motion equation for the proton is

γ is the relativistic factor for reference particle. The phase motion ( ξ, t ) can be 
written as

For the reference ion γ varies slowly and E0 is assumed to be quasi-constant the 
longitudinal phase motion ( �, t ) is a harmonic oscillation. We can obtain

If we take the laser amplitude aL = 5, n0/nc = 10, and �i = 1 for protons at the 
beginning, the period of the first longitudinal oscillation is about 8 TL, which was 
consistent with simulation results, as shown in Fig. 12. If the final energy of refer-
ence particle wr = 300 MeV, then energy spread Δw∕wr = �0Ω∕wr will be less than 
4%.

To examine the present model and dynamics process, we carried out 1D simula-
tions by a fully relativistic PIC simulation code (KLAP) (Yan and Lin 2008; Sheng 
et al. 2005) with 100 particles per cell per species, with cell sizes of �L∕100 . In PIC 
simulations a laser pulse with aL = 5 and duration 100 TL is incident on a purely 
hydrogen plasma (cold, step boundary, overdense plasma slab with 

(20)d2xi

dt2
=

qiE0

mi�
3

(

1 −
(

xi − d
)

∕ls
)

(21)𝜉 = −Ω2𝜉, Ω2 =
qiE0

mils𝛾
3
.

(22)� = �0 sin (Ωt)

(23)�̇� = −𝜉0Ω cos (Ωt).

Fig. 12  a Snapshots of the spatial distributions of the electrostatic fields at different time, where the ini-
tial plasma density n0∕nc = 10 and thickness D = 0.2�l , normalized laser peak-amplitude aL = 5 and 
pulse duration (� = 100TL) ; b Schematic of the equilibrium density profiles for ions (n) and electrons 
(np0). The x position at x = d indicates the electron front, where the laser evanescence starts and it van-
ishes at x = d + ls , where ls is the plasma skin depth. The initial plasma density n0 and target thickness D 
are also plotted
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n0∕nc = �2
p
∕�2

L
= 10 and D = 0.2�L ), where nc = me�

2
L
∕4�e2 is the critical density, 

�p is the plasma frequency. In simulations the target boundary is located at x = 10�L 
and the laser impinges on it at t = 10TL , �L and TL are the laser wavelength and 
period. The aL is the laser field amplitude given in units of the dimensionless param-
eter aL = eEL∕me�Lc, me,�L and e are the electron mass, laser frequency and charge, 
respectively.

The snapshots of the electrostatic field profile in Fig.  13a shows the depletion 
region expands with time and the proton density in this region decreases, so that 
the slope of the field in the depletion region reduces gradually. In the compressed 
electron layer, it is found that the width of the compression layer remains to be equal 
to the skin depth 

(

ls ≅ �L∕20
)

 . Therefore, the charge separation field in this layer 
nearly keeps the same steep linear profile, even though the maximum separation 
field is decreased slightly. It means the protons in the compressed electron layer can 
be synchronously accelerated and bunched by the charge separation field, so that 
the phase oscillations appear in the proton phase space (see Fig. 13), which is quite 
similar as in the radio frequency accelerator.

The snapshots of phase-space distributions of electrons and ions at t = 200 TL 
are plotted in Fig. 14a, b. It shows a nicely bunched proton beam with a very high 
density is formed in the phase space ( x, px ), because protons inside the compressed 
electron layer always execute periodical oscillations as described by Eq. IV. 12. The 
protons in the electron depletion region (between x = 0 and 100 ) are debunched and 
form a long tail in the phase space; however, its density is two-orders lower than in 
the compressed electron layer. As a result, the debunched protons look disappearing 

Fig. 13  Evolution of phase space distribution for protons, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th oscillation period are 
8, 8, 10 and 14 TL respectively. The laser reflection efficiency (� = 0.38)
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in the proton spatial distribution and the proton energy spectrum, which are shown 
in Fig.  14c, d, respectively. Figure  14c implies both particles have the same den-
sity profiles and a quasi-neutral beam is, therefore, obtained. In this case, the space 
charge fields are weak and the proton beam can propagate over a long distance with-
out explosion, which is advantageous to transport the high current ion beams in 
applications. The energetic proton beam has a low FWHM energy spread (< 4%) and 
high peak current as shown in Fig. 14d. Note that the proton bunch has an ultrashort 
length about the skin depth ls or about 250 attoseconds in time ( �L = 800 nm). The 
number of accelerated protons in the bunch is about n0ls�, where � is the focused 
beam spot area. This gives about 5 × 1012 quasi-monoenergetic protons for a focused 
beam diameter of 40 μm in the present simulation.

In 1D simulations it is found that the proton energy depends on the product of 
target density and thickness. The proton energy and the energy spread are plotted 
versus the electron area density in Fig. 15a. It shows that the energy spread can be 
optimized near the condition aL ∼

(

n0∕nc
)

D∕�L . Figure 15b suggests that the pro-
ton energy increases almost linearly with the laser pulse duration at first, Later it 
turns to be saturated, because the protons become relativistic.

Most of the transferred energy carried by ions (Yan and Wu 2009). The basic 
dynamics are well described by a one-dimensional (1D) PSA model. Acceleration 
terminates due to multi-dimensional effects such as transverse expansion of the 
accelerated ion bunch and transverse instabilities. In particular, instabilities grow in 
the wings of the indented foil, where light is obliquely incident and strong electron 

Fig. 14  a Phase space distribution of electrons; b phase space distribution of protons; c electrons and 
protons density profiles; d energy spectrum of protons. The results are found at t = 200 TL when the laser 
interaction is almost terminated. The laser and plasma parameters are the same as in Fig. 11
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heating sets in. Eventually, this part of the foil is diluted and becomes transparent 
to the driving laser light. The central new observation in the present paper is that 
this process of foil dispersion may stop before reaching the center of the focal spot 
and that a relatively stable ion clump forms near the laser axis, which is efficiently 
accelerated. The dense clump is about 1–2 laser wavelengths in diameter. The sta-
bilization is related to the driving laser pulse that has passed the dispersed foil in 
the transparent wing region and starts to encompass the opaque clump, keeping it 
together.

Figure  16 highlights the central results concerning clump evolution. The total 
number of protons, comprised within a �∕2 distance from the laser axis and shown 
in Fig. 17a, drops after time t = 26 from an initial value of 2.5 × 1010 due to trans-
verse expansion, but this trend is interrupted at about t = 35 when the foil becomes 
transparent in the wing region and the new regime of quasi-stable acceleration sets 
in. In the present 2D-PIC simulation, about 1.7 × 1010 protons (1 nano-Coulomb) are 
trapped in the central clump and are accelerated to an ion energy of approximately 
1 GeV. The ion energy spectra exhibit sharp peaks, as it is seen in Fig. 17b.

4.3  Single‑cycled laser acceleration of ions

The latest laser compression innovation as introduced in Sect. 2.1 allows us to access 
a new ion acceleration regime (Zhou and Yan 2016). In the method of Thin Film 
Compression, it is now possible to obtain a single-cycle (or nearly so) laser pulse. 
This method brings in two advantages over the longer pulse driven RPA (Wang and 
Lin 2011): (1) as discussed in Sect. 2, the pulse intensity is enhanced, as the pulse 
length is reduced for a given energy laser (due to the high efficiency of TPC); (ii) 
the elimination of compensatory oscillations enhances the efficiency, coherence, 
and stability of the ponderomotive acceleration. Due to these we find that the ion 
acceleration under the single cycle laser pulse becomes far more robust, stable, and 
intense over the acceleration with multiply oscillatory longer pulse cases. We call 
this new regime as the Single-Cycled Laser Acceleration (SCLA).
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Fig. 15  a Proton energy of the mono-energetic peak versus target thickness and density for aL = 5 and 
laser pulse duration � = 100 TL; b proton energy of the mono-energetic peak versus laser pulse duration 
for aL = 5, n0∕nc = 10 , and D = 0.2λL
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Fig. 16  Foil density evolution. Left: electrons, right: ions, at times a, d t = 16 , b, e t = 36 , c, f t = 46 in 
units of laser period. The laser pulse is incident from the left and hits the plasma at t = 10 . Only half the 
transverse size of the simulation box is plotted in frames b, c, e, f for better resolution of fine structures. 
Here aL = 5 and pulse duration is 30TL
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Fig. 17  a Number of protons in the center of the foil ( r ≤ � ) versus time in units of laser cycles; b evolu-
tion of energy spectrum for beam ions located inside the central clump ( r ≤ �)
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In the limit of single-cycled laser pulses, the electron acceleration becomes more 
direct and coherent as the ponderomotive acceleration term ⟨v × B⟩ no longer needs 
averaging. In the case of multi-cycled laser pulses, the electron acceleration by the 
ponderomotive force must be averaged over the number of cycles. The former sin-
gle-cycle situation introduces more coherent electron acceleration and sharper elec-
tron layer formation. This Single-Cycle Laser Acceleration (SCLA) regime permits 
a thinner optimal target thickness and leads to a more coherent ion layer follow-
ing the accelerated electron layer. Our regime takes far smaller laser energy than 
that required in the known regimes mentioned above. In the present regime, when a 
single-cycle Gaussian pulse with intensity 1023 W∕cm2 is incident on a 50 nm pla-
nar CH foil, the ponderomotive force of the laser pulse pushes forward an isolated 
relativistic electron bunch and, in turn, the resultant longitudinal electrostatic field 
accelerates the protons. With a thin target, our mechanism can coherently and stably 
accelerate ions over a significant distance without suffering from the typical trans-
verse instabilities that arise under previously considered conditions. This uniquely 
stable acceleration structure is capable of maintaining a highly monoenergetic ultra-
short (~ fs) GeV proton bunch.

In Fig.  18, by keeping the total laser energy constant, we scan the normalized 
laser vector potential a0 = 50; 100; and 200, and correspondingly the pulse duration 
τ = 16 T; 4 T; and 1 T (black curve, blue curve, and red curve), respectively, where 
T is the laser oscillation period. In each curve, under the specific laser vector poten-
tial and pulse duration, we scan the foil thickness l to get the proton cutoff energy. 
Here, we take the normalized electron areal density σ = nel/ncλ as the target param-
eter reference.

From the three curves we see that with different pulse durations the accel-
eration efficiency of ions varies sharply. The shorter pulse duration (larger laser 
vector potential) yields the higher proton cutoff energy. For instance, the proton 
energy is increased by shortening the pulse duration from the τ = 16  T (black 

Fig. 18  Proton cutoff energy by a single-cycled laser. The resulting proton energies with varying σ/a0, 
the black line indicates laser pulse with a0 = 50, and pulse duration τ = 16 T, the blue and red lines indi-
cate laser pulses with a0 = 100 (τ = 4 T), and a0 = 200 (τ = 1 T), respectively (Zhou and Yan 2016)
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curve) case to τ = 4 T (blue curve) case. In particular, with the single-cycle pulse 
(red curve), the cutoff energy of the ions is increased by a significant amount. 
Another important new point we observe in Fig.  9 is that under the single-
cycle pulse condition, the optimal ratio between the normalized electron areal 
density and normalized laser vector potential σ/a0 is about 0.1, which is much 
smaller than the optimal value of this ratio in the traditional RPA acceleration 
where (σopt ~ a0) (as the black dashed line indicates in Fig.  9) (Macchi et  al. 
2013; Esirkepov et  al. 2006). We know that in an ideal RPA light sail regime, 
the resultant maximum ion energy is inversely proportional to the total mass of 
the accelerated target. In a simple picture, the optimum thickness is achieved 
by decreasing it, namely, the lower the total mass, the higher the final maxi-
mum energy. However, other physical processes, such as transverse instabilities, 
will strongly affect the actual acceleration process and prevent it from reaching 
the optimum acceleration, particularly with current state-of-the art multi-cycle 
ultra-intense laser pulses. While for shorter pulse durations, especially for sin-
gle-cycle pulses, the duration is too short for those instabilities to develop and 
the constraints caused by instabilities are strongly suppressed, which gives us 
more opportunity to approach to the ideal case. So compared to the traditional 
RPA, the optimal target thickness becomes smaller in our regime.

To compare the SCLA regime to other laser driven ion acceleration regimes, 
here in Fig.  9, we give the simplified laser ion acceleration map, which is 
adapted from Refs. (Zhou and Yan 2016; Tajima et al. 2017). The acceleration 
regimes we mentioned above are shown in the [laser intensity I0 (amplitude a0), 
target thickness l (areal density σ)] plane. The red dashed ellipse in Fig. 9 identi-
fies, where the SCLA scheme lies within the laser ion acceleration map. Specifi-
cally, the scheme is located more in the transparent area (σ << a0), which means 
smaller σopt value in the single-cycle acceleration, as we also indicated above.

By introducing SCLA here, we now see various attempts of laser accelera-
tion of ions that have been considered historically summarized in Fig.  9. The 
first experimentally realized laser ion acceleration was TNSA (Snavely and Key 
2000; Maksimchuk and Gu 2000). As discussed here in Sect. 4, in this mecha-
nism the target was thick, electrons penetrated through the thick target and ions 
were not adiabatically trapped and accelerated. Rather ions were accelerated on 
the surface of the fixed target over the sheath. To increase the adiabaticity and 
thus prolong the time of acceleration of ions, one way was to reduce the mass 
of the target (see Fig. 9), which is to reduce σ such as in CAIL (Yan and Tajima 
2010) and BOA (Yin and Albright 2011) (Breakout Afterburner). This is far dif-
ferent from the TNSA regime, as seen in Fig. 9. The Radiation Pressure Accel-
eration (Bulanov et  al. 2003) was to increase a0 (and also somewhat decrease 
σ) compared with TNSA. SCLA by the virtue of decreased pulse length of the 
laser, it also reduces σ and increases a0. Thus the coherence of ion acceleration 
has increased in SCLA (and RPA) by increasing a0 and decreasing σ away from 
TNSA.

It should be mentioned that single-cycled or even subcycled laser pulse 
(Goulielmakis and Loh 2010) can help not only ion acceleration (Tajima et al. 
2017) but also LWFA (Nisoli and DeSilvestri 1997).
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5  Combination of the laser‑driven ion accelerator with traditional 
transport

We wish to demonstrate that the combination of the laser ion acceleration discussed 
in Sect.  4 with a traditional magnetic transport of beams can make the quality of 
the ion beam become much superior so that such beams may be usable for appli-
cation, where the beam energy and momentum spread that may be inherent in the 
mechanism that was discussed in Sect. 4 may be largely reduced. Below we show 
this endeavor explaining the effort carried out primarily at the Peking University to 
exemplify. In this the laser ion acceleration that is compact and has a huge accelerat-
ing gradient is combined with the traditional beam address that should handle the 
appropriate beam handling.

5.1  Beamline design

Comparing with the conventional accelerator, the laser plasma accelerator can accel-
erate ions more effectively and greatly reduce the scale and cost. A laser accelera-
tor—Compact Laser Plasma Accelerator (CLAPA) was built at Institute of Heavy 
Ion physics of Peking University for application research of laser plasma accelerator. 
In this example taking the beam parameters from the result of proof-of principle 
experiments and numerical simulations, the beam line for ions transport has been 
designed there. The beam line is mainly constituted by quadrupole and analyzing 
magnets. The triplet quadrupoles inserted into the chamber collect protons generated 
from the target, while the analyzing magnet system will choose the protons with 
proper energy. The beam line is designed to deliver proton beam with the energy 
of < 44 MeV, energy spread of 0 ~  ± 5% and  106–8 protons per pulse to satisfy the 
requirement of different experiments. The transmission efficiency of 15 MeV pro-
tons is about 95% with the energy spread of ± 5%, while the efficiency is 91% for 
44 MeV protons. When there are  107 protons in one pulse, it turns out that transverse 
and longitudinal envelope increases, respectively, by 0. 18% and 0.04% because of 
the existence of space charge force within 200 ps after laser acceleration. If the pro-
ton number per pulse increases from  107 to  109, the influence of space charge can 
be ignored even in case of very high current. To cope with the challenge to obtain 
uniform distribution of protons at the final experiment target in laser acceleration, 
we manipulate the envelope beam waist in the y-direction to proper position and get 
a relatively well distribution uniformity of protons with energy spread of 0 ~  ± 5%, 
even drifting 200 cm before arriving at the final experiment target.

5.1.1  Introduction

The laser accelerated proton beams without mitigationhave inherent disadvantages, 
in particular, their broad energy spectra and large angular divergence (Hofmann 
and Meyer-ter-Vehn 2011), which limit their applications, comparing with conven-
tional acceleration machines producing a quasi-monoenergetic beam with only small 
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spread. So, the initial collection and collimation is a difficult and critical part of the 
beam line. Moreover, as the ion beam produced by laser accelerator has short dura-
tion, small initial spot, ultrahigh peak current (Hofmann and Meyer-ter-Vehn 2011), 
the peak current can reach ampere scale and the space charge effect should be strong 
and beam transportation would be a bottle-neck problem in these applications.

Many applications need a narrow energy spectrum, therefore, selecting out 
particles to get desired energy spectra is necessary. Many kinds of elements have 
been tried to handle chromatic aberration caused by wide energy spectrum, such as 
permanent magnet quadrupole lens (Schollmeier and Becker 2008; Nishiuchi and 
Daito 2009), solenoid magnets (Roth and Alber 2009; Harres and Alber 2010), laser 
triggered micro-lens (Toncian and Amin 2011), bending magnet (Nishiuchi, et  al. 
2010), a set of dipole magnets (Yogo and Maeda 2011; Hofmann et al. 2012; Scu-
deri and Jia 2014; Schell and Wilkens 2009) or combination of magnets (Yong and 
Kun 2014; Masood and Bussmann 2014).

5.1.2  Beamline

The beam line is designed to transport proton beam on request of biomedical irradi-
ation. The transport of proton beam is simulated mainly around the center energy of 
15 MeV. The simulation results of higher energy beam, like 44 MeV proton beam, is 
shown later. The beam parameters are shown in Table 4.

The beam line consists of three main sections, a Collection System, namely a 
quadrupole-triplet lens and a quadrupole-doublet lens which help to collect high 
energy particles, an Energy Selection System including a 45° bending magnet and 
two slits, and an Application System, namely another quadrupole-doublet lens to 
focus and deliver particles to experiment target with adjustable final beam size.

After ultra-short ultra-intense laser interacts with targets and energetic particles 
are generated, an aperture is used to remove particles with big divergence angle 
before protons enter collection system. The beam is collected by a quadrupole-triplet 
lens. An assistant quadrupole-doublet lens will be used simultaneously, if the proton 
energy is high. After entering energy selection system, proton beam is focused to 
form a beam waist in the x direction at the object point of bending magnet, where 

Table 4  Beam parameters of 
CLAPA

Ion Proton

Energy 15 MeV
Current 1 × 108 proton/punch
Initial energy spread  ± 15%
Accepted divergence angle 50mrad
Final energy spread  ± 5%
Initial transverse radius 0.005 mm
Initial longitudinal length 1.06 mm
Final transverse radius 0.83–1.3 mm
Final longitudinal length 450 mm
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slits are placed to remove particles with big energy spread. Then the beam is ana-
lyzed by bending magnet and converges to form a beam waist at the image point in 
the x direction. At this point, protons with different energy have been separated in 
the x direction (Fig. 19). Finally, the beam is focused by another quadrupole-doublet 
lens and delivered to experiment platform in application system.

The detail of beam line structure is presented below.

5.1.2.1 Collection system Aperture As well known, proton beam generated by laser 
acceleration basically has big divergence angle. To eliminate the influence of over-
size divergence angle ions, the beam is screened by an aperture before entering col-
lecting lens. The distance between laser target and aperture is selectable as needed, 
ranging from 5 to 14 cm in our case. In the presence of a proper aperture, the proton 
beam enters quadrupole-triplet lens with divergence angle of ± 50 mrad, transverse 
emittance of 0.25πmm mrad and current of 1 × 106~8 proton/ pulse.

Collecting lens The proton beam with divergence angle of ± 50  mrad will 
expand rapidly. The quadrupole–triplet lens is inserted into chamber to close 
to target. Taken into account the limit space of our laser target chamber and 
transport of beam, the triplet lens are designed as small as possible. In the first 
stage, the inner radius of quadrupole-triplet lens is, respectively, designed as 
15 mm, 32 mm, 32 mm. The length of lens is, respectively, 100 mm, 200 mm, 
and 100 mm. The interval distance of quadrupole-triplet lens is 80 mm between 
each other. For protons with energy of 15 MeV, the matched magnet field gradi-
ents are, respectively, 5.00, −  2.00 and 2.18  kg/cm when the distance between 
laser target and aperture is 5 cm. The matched magnet field gradients reduce to 
2.75, − 1.75 and 2.02 kg/cm when the distance between laser target and aperture 
increases to 14 cm, which points to the understandably trend that matched mag-
net field gradients decline with increase of the distance between laser target and 

Fig. 19  Schematic diagram of beam line. The various elements in the beam line sections, such as the slits 
(#1 and #2), the beam profile displays (#1, #2, and #3)
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aperture. All magnetic strength at pole face is not more than 0.75 T, which makes 
the manufacture of the magnets easily achievable.

Assistant collecting lens The collecting lens can collect the protons with the 
energy not more than 19 MeV. It is impossible to focus the proton beam with higher 
energy for the limits of magnet fields and space in laser target chamber. A quad-
rupole-doublet lens is set 40  cm away from the collecting lens outside the target 
chamber to assist focusing when the energy is high. The inner radius of lens is set as 
50 mm and length is 250 mm. The distance is 150 mm between each other.

5.1.2.2 Energy selection system Bending magnet The proton beam produced by 
laser accelerator has a wide energy spectrum and lots of different ions. Although 
different ions can be screened partly after the slit at the object point of bending 
magnet, the proton beam still has large energy spread. However, many applications 
require that high energy proton beam have small energy spread.

To select protons accurately, a 45° bending magnet without edge angles is 
used, as such sector magnet has huge advantage of converging protons with the 
same energy and diverse angular divergence at the image point, meantime sepa-
rating protons with different energies. The radius of bending magnet is designed 
as 650 mm. The object distance of bending magnet which is 1575 mm in program 
Track, equals to image distance, to save space, reduce the envelope of proton 
beam and increase transport efficiency. The beam is analyzed by bending magnet 
and converges to form a beam waist at the image point in the X direction, where 
protons with different energy have been separated in the X direction and a slit is 
placed to remove unwanted particles (Fig. 19).

5.1.2.3 Application system Back focus lens: after being analyzed and screened at 
the beam waist at the image point, the proton beam needs to be focused by quad-
rupoles to the experiment target. Quadrupole–doublet lens is put 20 cm away from 
the beam waist and can be adjusted to move beam waist in different experiments.

The inner radius of lens is 50 mm, the length of lens is 300 mm and the dis-
tance is 20 mm between each other. When the magnet fields of lens are − 0.278, 
0.368  kg/cm, the radius of proton beam on experiment target is 0.83  mm and 
1.3 mm for energy spread of ± 1% and ± 5%.

Finally, protons arrive at experiment target with a distribution which can be influ-
enced by many factors. Uniformity of particle density distribution is very important 
in many applications, such as proton cancer therapy. The nonuniform proton density 
distribution is a major drawback in plenty of experiments and simulations (Yogo and 
Maeda 2011), as protons have broad energy spectra and large angular divergence in 
laser acceleration. After study, it is found that location of beam waist in Y direction 
have a crucial influence on proton distribution. After protons entering energy selec-
tion system, an early forming of beam waist in Y direction contributes to uniform 
proton distribution, yet at the expense of bigger envelope. So it is finally a compro-
mise between transport efficiency and uniformity of distribution.

When the distance between laser target and aperture is 5  cm, 15  MeV pro-
tons within divergence angle of ± 50 mrad and energy spread of ± 1% can be all 
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delivered to the final experiment target. If the energy spread is ± 5%, all protons 
can arrive at slit at the image point after bending. Protons with energy spread out 
of ± 5% will either impact the vacuum tube or magnet, or be blocked by slit at the 
image point in horizontal direction. Finally, we can choose protons with energy 
spread between ± 5% via adjusting slit size with transport efficiency over 95%.

5.1.3  Space charge

When the peak current in conventional accelerators is on the order of 10 mA, space 
charge effect is significant. While in laser acceleration, the pulse beam produced by 
laser accelerator is only tens of picoseconds and contains  108–1010 ions (Yin and 
Albright 2011), so the peak current can reach ampere scale. Moreover, the ini-
tial beam size is nearly the same as laser spot, namely a few microns. Hence, the 
space charge effect may be severe and exert influence on envelope of proton beam. 
Although the beam contains co-moving electrons which can neutralize the space 
charge effect to some extent at the initial, these electrons move faster and will be 
moved out of the beam under the effect of transport elements. The study of space 
charge effect in laser acceleration is almost vacant and it deserves more attention.

Referring to theoretical simulation and literatures (Zhao and Lin 2015; Zhou and 
Zhao 2014) and combining our beam line under construction, we set the beam pulse 
duration as 20 picoseconds and there are  107 protons, with the energy of 15 MeV, 
energy spread of ± 5%, divergence angle of ± 50  mrad. Then the peak current is 
0.08 A and the charge quantity equals to 1.6 pc. The ellipsoid model is used to com-
pute the space charge effect of the ultrashort and ultrahigh current beam generated 
by laser. The computation code is written by C language and greatest extent influ-
ences upon envelope by space charge force can be calculated. Proton with the maxi-
mum transverse velocity on the outside surface along the minor axis receives the 
biggest electric force and will be always on the exterior, representing the maximum 
envelope.

Figure 20 shows the expansion of transverse and longitudinal envelopes within 
200 ps after laser acceleration.

The transverse and longitudinal envelopes increase, respectively, by 0. 186% and 
0.043% because of the existence of space charge force at the time of 200 ps. In Track 
simulation under the same condition, the transverse envelope increase by 0.077%, 
from 0.05175 mm to 0.05179 mm. If we increase the number of 15 MeV protons, 
with energy spread of ± 5%, divergence angle of ± 50 mrad, from  107 to  109 in one 
pulse with 8 A peak current, the transverse envelope will increase by 17.35% within 
200 ps, and the longitudinal envelope will increase by 4.02%.

When protons pass through aperture and enter the quadrupole-triplet lens, 
magnetic field will dominate over space charge force. Protons with the energy of 
15 MeV coming out of quadrupole-triplet lens will drift 3565 mm before entering 
bending magnet. In this drift, most of the time envelope in X, Y direction is relatively 
large, so the space charge field has very limited effects. This can be demonstrated by 
comparing two cases with the same pulse duration 20 ps, repetition rate 500 MHz, 
energy spread of ± 1%, simulated by program Track. The first case has no current, 
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and the second case has peak current 8 A, average current 0.08 A, corresponding to 
 109 protons in one pulse for laser acceleration case.

The reason is that increase in longitudinal length impacts dramatically on total 
longitudinal length when the beam pulse duration of bunches is 20 ps, hence proton 
density and space charge force will decrease correspondingly. These results are sup-
ported by the calculation with C language program.

Finally, we can conclude that the space charge effects of  107 protons can be 
ignored during the transport.

5.1.4  Transport of higher energy beam

To widen the range of application, the transport of higher energy protons is taken 
into account. Based on the real requirement, without assistant collecting lens, col-
lecting lens can focus protons with energy up to 19 MeV. In the preliminary design 
phase, protons with energy up to 44 MeV can be delivered with the help of assistant 
collecting lens, as we need the radius of bending magnet to be 65 cm. The transport 
efficiency of 44 MeV protons with energy spread of ± 5% is about 91%.

5.2  Experimental demonstration of a laser proton accelerator with accurate 
beam control through image‑relaying transport (Zhu and Wu 2019)

CLAPA that can stably produce and transport proton ions with different energies 
less than 10  MeV, < 1% energy spread, several to tens of pC charge is demon-
strated. The high current proton beam with continuous energy spectrum and a 
large divergence angle is generated using a high contrast laser and micron thick-
ness targets, which later is collected, analyzed and refocused by image-relay-
ing beamline using combination of quadrupole and bending electromagnets. It 

Fig. 20  Evolution of proton beam transverse and longitudinal envelopes after laser acceleration
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eliminates the inherent defects of the laser-driven beams, realizes precise manip-
ulation of the proton beams with reliability, availability, maintainability and 
inspectability (RAMI), and takes the first step towards applications of this new 
generation accelerator. With the development of high-rep rate PW laser technol-
ogy, we can now envision a new generation of accelerator for many applications 
in the near future soon.

5.2.1  Introduction

To grapple with these problems of laser-driven proton beams, at first step, per-
manent magnet quadruple lenses (Schollmeier and Becker 2008; Nishiuchi and 
Daito 2009; Pommarel and Vauzour 2017), solenoid magnets (Hofmann and 
Meyer-ter-Vehn 2011; Harres and Alber 2010; Hofmann 2013) and laser-trig-
gered micro-lenses (Toncian and Borghesi 2006) are demonstrated as the focus-
ing components. Later on, various beamlines have been proposed at several 
institutes. For instance, the LIGHT beamline at GSI Helmholtz Center has dem-
onstrated a multi-MeV proton beam with high peak intensity, sub nanosecond 
pulse duration (Busold and Schumacher 2015) and improved homogeneity (Jahn 
and Schumacher 2018). The ELI beamline installed in Prague uses magnet chi-
cane as the energy selection unit, aiming to deliver controllable proton beam up 
to 60 MeV for therapeutic purposes (Romano and Schillaci 2016) Masood pro-
posed a compact gantry design with pulsed magnets for the laser-driven proton 
radiotherapy (Masood and Cowan 2017). However, a complete magnet beamline 
which propagates the high current and dense proton beam with 1% energy spread 
and with RAMI has never been reported in any experiment yet. Laser accelerated 
ion beam normally has a high peak current, broadband energy spectrum and large 
divergence angle, which are the bottle-necks for beam transport. Furthermore, 
laser-accelerated ion beam may contain energy-space correlation, which must be 
considered.

To overcome these obstacles thoroughly, a beam line consisting of quadruple and 
bending electromagnets has been designed and built at Peking University. Compar-
ing with the beam lines that use quadruple sets (Schillaci and Pommarel 2016) or 
chicane of dipoles (Milluzzo and Pipek 2018) for energy manipulation, the object-
to-image point analyzing system can realize the separation of protons with different 
divergence angles and energies, ensuring the accuracy of proton beam energy selec-
tion. Here we report the realization of laser-driven proton beam of different energies 
less than 10 MeV with 1% energy spread using image-relaying transport beamline. 
The proton beam parameters, such as energy, energy bandwidth, uniformity and 
diameter are precisely controlled. Although the proton energy demonstrated here is 
still far from meeting the requirements of some applications, such as cancer therapy, 
realizing precise manipulation of the mono-energetic proton beams with RAMI is 
still an important step, which lays the foundation for subsequent experiments, such 
as precise biological dose deposition, space irradiation environment simulation, 
energy stopping in warm dense matte, detection device calibration and measurement 
of proton beam parameters.
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5.2.2  Experimental setup

The experiments were carried out on CLAPA platform. The whole platform is built 
on a 3 m thick reinforced concrete foundation to ensure the stability of the system. 
The p-polarized laser pulse with 1.8 J energy and 30 fs duration was focused onto 
the 1.2  μm thickness plastic target using an f/3.5 off axis parabola at an incident 
angle of 30 degree with respect to the target normal direction. The spot diameter 
(FWHM) of the laser was 5 μm with 25% of total energy, corresponding to intensity 
of 8 × 1019 W/cm2 on targets. The laser contrast was  10–10 at 40 ps before the main 
pulse using an XPW, which ensured the effective acceleration. A high magnification 
imaging system was used to ensure the accurate coupling between the laser focal 
spot and each target, with a spatial resolution of 0.1  μm. A Thomson spectrometer, 
coupling with a MCP and EMCCD, is placed at 14 cm behind the target to measure 
the energy spectrum of the protons. Figure 21a shows the typical energy spectrum 
measured by the Thomson spectrometer (black curve). During the beam line experi-
ment, this Thomson spectrometer was replaced by a quadrupole triplet lens. Then an 

Fig. 21  a Typical energy spectrum measured by the Thomson spectrometer (black curve) and the RCF 
stack (red dots) based on a 1.2 μm plastic target; b images in one RCF stack, where three types of Gaf-
chromic film (HD-V2, MD-V3, EBT-3) were used
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insertable radiochromic film (RCF) stack positioned 4 cm behind the target was used 
to measure the original spatial and energy distribution of the protons. Figure 21b 
shows typical images of one RCF stack based on a 1.2 μm plastic target, where three 
types of GAFchromic™ film (HD-V2, MD-V3, EBT-3) were used due to the expo-
nential decay of the particle numbers from low energy to high energy. The corre-
sponding energy spectrum extracted from the RCF stack is shown in Fig. 21a (red 
dots), which is quite consistent with the Thomson spectrometer measurement.

5.2.3  Proton beam transport

5.2.3.1 Generation of mono‑energetic proton beam A magnet lattice consisting of 
quadruple and bending electromagnets is specially designed to deliver laser-driven 
proton beam with energy of 1–15 MeV, as shown in Fig. 20. The protons are first col-
lected and focused by a quadrupole triplet lens placed 19 cm behind the target with 
a collection angle of ± 50 mrad, then analyzed by a 45° sector magnet, and finally 
refocused by a quadrupole doublet lens on to the irradiation platform. For the selected 
beam energy, the focal point of the quadrupole triplet overlaps with the object point 
(Slit#1) of the sector magnet, whose image point (Slit#2) is 20 cm in front of the 
quadrupole doublet. The beamline incorporates three beam profile detectors [the first 
two using scintillators, the third using Micro-channel Plate (MCP)], located near the 
focal plane of the triplet lens, the image point of the sector magnet and at the irradia-
tion point, respectively. The focal plane of the triplet lens can be precisely adjusted 
onto BPD#1 or onto the first slit, and the image point of the sector magnet can be 
adjusted onto BPD#2 or onto the second slit for switching between beam measure-
ment and transport. This flexibility is crucial to enable effective beam diagnostics 
without impacting applications.

Figures 22a, b are the simulated and experimental results of the proton beam pro-
file on the BPD#1 after focused by triplet lens. The focused central energy is set at 
5 MeV. The slit#1 is put at the object point of bending magnet, which can partially 
screen the unwanted energies, leading to about ± 10% energy spread of the beam 
within 3  cm2 transverse area. One can note that the beam spot distribution at BPD#1 
has a cross shape with blurred boundary, due to the chromatic aberration and large 
acceptance angle of the initial beam.

Following this, a 45° sector magnet is used to select the energy at the image point 
in the x direction (horizontal direction). This is an object-to-image point transport 
system, meaning protons from the same object point with the same energy and dif-
ferent angular divergence converge to the same image point at the x axis, while 
protons with different energies are separated in the x direction. This means that the 
sector magnet, together with the triplet lens, can efficiently capture and analyze 
the protons generated in laser acceleration, and the influences of large divergence 
angle, large energy spread and angular-dependent distribution of initial protons are 
removed at the image point. In this system energy chirp does not impact the trans-
verse distribution of protons. Figure 22c, d are the simulated and the experimental 
spatial distributions of the proton beam at the BPD#2. They both show a bow tie 
profile with 5  MeV protons at the knot, which indicates the chromatic aberration 
in the y direction, and the ones with energies deviated from 5 MeV are dispersed 
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aside. For example, beam with ± 2% energy spread is dispersed to ± 11 mm, while 
beam with ± 1% energy spread is dispersed to ± 5.5 mm. So by controlling the open-
ing width of the slit #2, which is installed at image point of the sector magnet, the 
energy spread of protons can be precisely controlled.

In the last, a quadrupole doublet lens is used to focus the mono-energetic pro-
tons to the irradiation point with desired spot size. Figure 22e, f show the simulated 
and experimental spatial distributions of the proton beam at the BPD#3 (5  MeV 
and ± 1% energy spread). The final focused beam profile can be adjusted as required, 
for the quadruple doublet lens has the advantages of controlling envelopes indepen-
dently in the x and y direction.

The energy spectrum evolution of the proton beam through the beamline is pre-
sented in Fig.  23, which demonstrates how the initial broadband beam energy is 
gradually confined to ± 1% energy spread after each electromagnet. The black curve 
is the original energy spectrum deconvolved from the RCF data shown in Fig. 22b, 
using a Monte Carlo ion transport code SRIM26. The black dashed curve is the 

Fig. 22  a, c, e and b, d, f are the simulated and experimental results of the proton beam profile on 
BPD#1, BPD#2 and BPD#3, respectively. The selected proton energy is 5 MeV and the energy spread 
is ± 1%. The red dots in c from right to left represent protons with energy deviated − 2%, − 1%, − 0.5%, 
0%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% from 5 MeV, respectively
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energy spectrum entering the beamline, taking into account the ± 50 mrad accept-
ance angle. The green, purple, blue and red curves are the simulated spectra, respec-
tively, at BPD#1, BPD#2 and BPD#3 (the irradiation platform). In the experiment, 
by varying the width of slit#2 from 3 to 54 mm (the corresponding energy spread is 
increased from ± 0.5 to ± 4%), and the final charge was tuned correspondingly.

5.2.4  Summary

In summary, the CLAPA experimental results show that the laser plasma accelera-
tor integrated with a magnet lattice can deliver reliably protons with beam quali-
ties suitable for many applications, such as 1% energy spread of different energies 
and good uniformity. The experiment demonstrates precise adjustment of the laser 
accelerated proton beam in terms of energy, charge and diameter with repeatability 
and availability. It raises the “laser acceleration” to “laser accelerator” of ~ 10 MeV 
protons through beam control since the invention of laser acceleration in 1979. The 
setup of sector magnet properly integrated with triplet and doublet quadruple lenses 
can overcome inherent drawbacks of the laser-driven beams, and paves the way 
for laser accelerator in a wide range of applications. With the radially-symmetric 
mono-energetic beams demonstrated at CLAPA, primary biomedical cell irradiation 
experiments and material irradiation experiments to emulate the space conditions 
are under way. With the development of high-rep rate PW laser technology (Mourou 
et al. 2013), the proton energy and current will be soon available for the applications 
such as cancer therapy. This image-relaying technology can be easily applied to the 
200–230 MeV high energy protons, resorting to pulsed magnets or superconducting 
magnets. It is hoped that a compact beam therapeutic machine of cancer treatment 
based on laser accelerator can be developed in the near future.

5.3  Comparison with the pessimistic paper

As we have reviewed above, the recent progress has been substantial in this field. 
For example, it should be pointed out that in the past few years the proton maximum 
energy has been significantly enhanced to around 100 MeV by many groups. And 

Fig. 23  Evolution of the proton 
energy spectra along the beam 
line. The central energy is 
5 MeV
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the proton maximum energy that was already more than 85 MeV before the publica-
tion of the review article, not as claimed to be ~ 60 MeV in the review article (Linz 
and Alonso 2007; 2016).

In the work of Wagner et al. (2016) it was demonstrated that proton cutoff ener-
gies in excess of 85 MeV and particle numbers of  109 in an energy bin of 1 MeV 
around the maximum using ∼ 0.5 ps laser pulses with high energy of ∼ 200 J.

In 2016 a proton beam of ~ 93  MeV has been generated in radiation pressure 
acceleration regime using 27 J circularly polarized laser with duration of 30 fs (Kim 
and Pae 2016). The repetition rate of the laser pulse is about 0.1 Hz. The work has 
demonstrated the feasibility of ~ 100 MeV proton beam generation by with high rep-
etition laser.

In 2018 it was demonstrated that the generation proton with energy exceeding 
94  MeV via a hybrid scheme of radiation pressure-sheath acceleration. The laser 
pulse duration is ~ 0.9  ps, the laser energy after plasma mirror is ~ 210  J and the 
intensity is about 3 × 1020 W/cm2.

In addition the difficulties of beam energy spread, beam control, dose control, 
reproducibility of the pulses, reliability of the laser-driven ion accelerator have been 
overcome by a group from China with laser pulse of 1.8 J energy, 30  fs duration, 
5  Hz repetition rate [more detail can be found in the recent article (Zhu and Wu 
2019)]. This point may be regarded as a response to the pessimistic painting (Linz 
and Alonso 2007, 2016) of the beam quality of the laser ion acceleration.

In that work it was reported the realization of laser-driven proton beam of differ-
ent energies less than 10 MeV with 1% energy spread using image-relaying transport 
beam line. The proton beam parameters, such as energy, energy bandwidth, uniform-
ity and diameter are precisely controlled. Although the proton energy demonstrated 
here is still far from meeting the requirements of some applications, such as can-
cer therapy, realizing precise manipulation of the monoenergetic proton beams with 
reliability, availability, maintainability and inspectability is still an important step, 
which lays the foundation for subsequent experiments, such as precise biological 
dose deposition, space irradiation environment simulation, measurement of energy 
stopping in warm dense matter, detection device calibration and measurement of 
proton beam parameters.

In conclusion with these facts and progress the future of laser-driven ion accel-
erator for clinical applications may not be as pessimistic as described in the review 
article (Linz and Alonso 2007; 2016). Furthermore, in the future there may be other 
improvements arising from such progress as the single cycled laser pulse driven ion 
acceleration (SCLA) as mentioned in Sect. 4.3.

6  Astrophysical wakefields

We have come to realize and understand that the nature has produced wakefields. 
The reason why the nature does is the excitation mechanism of wakefields is nat-
ural. As we discussed in Sect. 1, when there exist two overriding conditions, (1) 
the propensity to create high phase velocity of waves and (2) a mechanism to 
cause this “bang” (waves). In relatively young astrophysical objects we observe 
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that jets are a prevailing phenomenon (Tajima and Shibata 1997). Jets usually 
consist of high speed flows, often proving a good stage to satisfy condition (1). 
And jets are often emanated from a compact gravitational central object that often 
accompanies an accretion disk. Such a young accretion disk, we realize, also 
tends to exhibit magnetorotational instability (MRI) (Hawley and Balbus 1991; 
Balbus and Hawley 1991). This MRI instability can cause a massive accretion, 
which can constitute as a huge “bang” that could shake up the root of the jets, 
providing the second condition (2). Because of such a combination Ebisuzaki and 
Tajima constructed a scientific scenario that can yield wakefield acceleration in 
astrophysics, which is detailed a bit more below.

On the accreting supermassive blackhole is the main engine of AGNs, in 
which Ebisuzaki and Tajima (2014a, b) considered wakefield acceleration to 
take place. An accretion disk has been shown to repeated transitions between a 
strongly magnetized (low β) state and a weakly magnetized (high β) state (Shi-
bata et al. 1990). In fact, O’Neil et al (2011) shows that the transition takes place 
every 10–20 orbital periods in the three-dimensional simulation. The amplitude 
of the distortion in the magnetic field becomes resulting in a very large amplitude 
at the innermost portion of the disk. At this transition from the strongly magnet-
ized state to the weakly magnetized state, a large chunk of mass in the disk falls 
in toward the blackhole and the roots of jets. This triggers strong pulses of elec-
tromagnetic disturbance on the jets. This disturbance converted into strong pon-
dermotive field by nonlinear effects in jets made of plasmas ejected from accre-
tion disk with relativistic velocities. It is shown that this pondermotive force can 
spontaneously accelerate electrons (which turn into gammas) as well as protons 
and nuclei to ultimate energies exceeding ZeV  (1021  eV). Mizuta et  al. (2018) 
performed three-dimensional MHD simulations of an accretion disk and found 
that the accretion disk exhibited strong fluctuations and that intermittently pro-
duced strong electromagnetic pulses and matter out of equilibrium was injected 
toward the rotational axes. The pointing fluxes agreed with those assumed by 
Ebisuzaki and Tajima (2014a; b). This nature of episodic emission of gammas 
predicted with the theory and observed gamma eruptions seems consistent each 
other. Since this wakefield mechanism of acceleration does not suffer from a 
number of difficulties encountered in the Fermi stochastic acceleration in the ultra 
high energy cosmic rays (UHECR), we look forward to further comparison of the 
wakefield acceleration theory and UHECR observations. This include the theory 
prediction of localized detection of UHECR (rather than spread out cosmic rays 
only), their episodic emission, simultaneous observation with gamma emission, 
neutrino emission, correlation with the mass of the central engine of this accel-
eration, i.e., the blackhole, etc. This way, the frontier of wakefield acceleration 
and frontier of cosmic ray physics and astronomy are now joined. This wakefield 
acceleration turn out not only to be observational correspondences (Canac et al. 
2019), but also to provide a solution to the crisis to explain astrophysical cosmic 
rays beyond  1019  eV, which may not be able to be explained, as the prevailing 
theory of the Fermi acceleration (1954) has a difficulty of the energy loss due to 
the synchrotron radiation (Jackson 1998).
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6.1  Wakefield acceleration in accreting blackhole systems

Accreting gas forms a disk around a blackhole (Shakura and Sunyaev 1973). In the 
accretion disk, gas move slowly inward, while orbiting in a circular orbit around the 
blackhole. The orbital velocity and orbital angular velocity are given as follows:

Here, m is the blackhole mass normalized by solar mass ( M⊙ ) and r is the dis-
tance from the center of the blackhole normalized by the radius, RISCO , that of the 
innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO):

is the ISCO radius of a solar mass blackhole for a non-rotating blackhole. Here,

In other words,

Inside the ISCO, the circular orbits are unstable due to relativistic effects, and 
the gas falls down at approximately the speed of light and are sucked into the black-
holes. In other words, ISCO (r = 1) is the innermost radius of the gas disk. In the rest 
of the section, we will deduce the physical quantities in the disk and jets from the 
physical constants. We summarize the results and the actual values in Tables 5 and 6 
for the convenience of the readers.

6.1.1  Structure of the steady‑state accretion disk

From the mass conservation law, we obtain

Here,

is the surface density of the gas in the disk and the coordinate in the height direction 
of the disk. The thickness, zdisk , of the disk is given by

(24)v� =
�

GMBH

R

�
1

2

=
c
√

6

1

r1∕2

(25)Ω =
�

GMBH

R3

�1∕2

=
c

√

6R0

1

mr1∕2

(26)RISCO = 3Rg =
6GmM⊙

c2
= R0m

(27)R0 =
6GM⊙

c2

(28)R = R0mr

(29)2�R
�udisk

�t
−

�

�R

(

2�Rudiskvr
)

= 0

(30)udisk = 2

zdisk∫
0

�dz
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Next, from the conservation law of angular momentum, we obtain

where Wr� is the integral of the frictional stress wr� between adjacent layers in the 
height direction, in other words:

(31)zdisk =
(

vs∕v�
)

R = vs∕Ω

(32)R
�(2�R2udiskΩ)

�t
+

�

�R

(

2�R3udiskvrΩ
)

=
�

�R

(

2�R2Wr�

)

(33)Wr� = 2
zdisk∫
0

wr�dz

Table 5  Disk quantities Quantities Scaling law Units Equation

v� 1.2 × 1010r−1∕2 cm s−1 24
Ω  1.4 × 104m−1r−3∕2 s−1 25
R 8.9 × 105mr cm 28
zdisk 1.9 × 106ṁm cm 48

Ṁc 4.3 × 10−8m M⊙ year−1 52
udisk 9.2𝛼−1ṁ−1r−3∕2 g cm−2 53
�disk 4.9 × 1015�−1m−1r−3∕2 erg cm−3 54
�disk 2.5 × 10−6𝛼−1ṁ−2m−1r−3∕2 g cm−3 55
Bdisk 1.43 × 108m−1∕2r−3∕4 G 56
� 2.5 × 106𝛼1∕2ṁm cm 57
VA,disk 2.6 × 1010α1∕2ṁr−3∕2 cm s−1 58
vs 2.6 × 1010ṁr−3∕2 cm s−1 59

Table 6  Jet quantities

Quantities Scaling law Units Equation

njet 1.0 × 1018𝜉Γ−2ṁm−1
(

D

R0m

)−1 cm−3 78

Bjet 1.4 × 108m−1∕2
(

D

R0m

)−1 G 70

� 7.6 × 104𝛼−1∕2ṁ−1m−1 Hz 68
�′
p 3.3 × 108

×Γ−5∕2𝛼−3∕8𝜉1∕2ṁ−1∕4m−3∕4
(

D

R0m

)−1∕4
Hz 79

�′
c 8.3 × 104𝛼−3∕4ṁ−3∕2m−1

(

D

R0m

)−1∕2 Hz 75

a0 3.0 × 1010𝛼3∕4ṁ3∕2m1∕2
(

D

R0m

)−1∕2 74
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Since the Keplerian angular velocity is greater at the inside, the frictional forces 
between adjacent layers cause outward transportation of angular momentum and 
inward motion of the gas in the disk.

In addition the energy conservation law is given by

where �disk is the internal energy density and Q the rate of heat generation per unit 
area in the disk, which is given by:

Here � is the opacity of the gas. According to Shakura and Sunyaev (1973) in the 
innermost area of the accretion disk around the blackhole, the opacity is determined by 
the electron-scattering process, in other words:

where

and X = 0.7 is the hydrogen concentration of the gas.
Assuming steady state ( �

�t
= 0 ), Eqs. (29), (32), and (34) are reduced to

By integrating Eq. (38), we get

where Ṁ = 2𝜋Rudiskvr is the mass accretion rate, and is constant independent to 
R , the distance to the center of the blackhole. On the other hand, by integrating 
Eq. (39), we reach

Here, unlike Shakura and Sunyaev (1973), we assume that there were no external 
torque is imposed at the inner edge ( R = R0 ; ISCO) of the disk. Substituting Eqs. (41) 
into (39), one can get:

(34)
��disk

�t
= Q −

4�disk

3�udisk

(35)Q =
3

8𝜋
ṀΩ2

(36)� = �T

(37)�T = 0.2(1 + X)
[

cm2 g−1
]

(38)d(2�Rudiskvr)
dR

= 0

(39)�

�R

(

2�R3udiskvrΩ
)

=
�

�R

(

2�R2Wr�

)

(40)�disk =
3

4

Q

c
�Tudisk

(41)Ṁ = −2𝜋Rudiskvr = const.

(42)2�R3udiskvrΩ + 2�R2Wr� = const. = 0

(43)ṀΩ = 2𝜋Wr𝜑
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Here it is assumed that the frictional stress wr� is proportional to the gas pressure 
�diskv

2
s
 . In other words

Here � is the proportionality coefficient, which is an important parameter defining 
the nature of the accretion disk. By substituting Eqs. (44) to (33), we obtain

Substituting it into Eq. (43), we attain

On the other hand, by substituting Eqs. (35) and (46) into Eq. (40), we reach

From v2
s
= �disk∕

(

3�disk
)

 and udisk = 2�diskzdisk , we obtain

Solving this equation for zdisk and substituting Eqs. (47) and (37) into (48), we get

where zdisk is the constant independent to r , the distance from the center of black-
hole (Shakura and Sunyaev 1973).

Radiation luminosity, Lrad , is given by

where � = 0.06 is the radiation efficiency of the accretion disk (Shakura and Sun-
yaev 1973). On the other hand, mass accretion rate Ṁ is given by

where Ṁc is the critical accretion rate. Here, ṁ is the accretion rate normalized by 
the critical accretion rate Ṁc:

Substituting Eqs. (31) and (49) into Eq. (46), we get the surface density udisk:

Using this, the internal energy �disk , plasma density �disk , and magnetic field 
strength Bdisk , in the disk can be calculated as follows:

(44)wr� = ��diskv
2
s

(45)Wr� = �udiskv
2
s

(46)ṀΩ = 2𝜋𝛼udiskv
2
s

(47)𝜀disk =
9

32𝜋

𝜅Tudisk

c
ṀΩ2

(48)zdisk =
vs

v�
R =

1

Ω

(

�disk

3�disk

)1∕2

=
1

Ω

(

2�disk

3udisk

)1∕2

z
1∕2

disk

(49)zdisk =
1

Ω2

2𝜀disk

3udisk
=

3𝜅T

16𝜋c
Ṁ

(50)Lrad = 𝜖c2Ṁ =
4𝜋cGM⊙

𝜅T
ṁm =

2𝜋c3R0

3𝜅T
ṁm

(51)Ṁ = Ṁcṁ

(52)Ṁc =
LEdd

𝜖c2
=

4𝜋GM⊙

c𝜖𝜅T
m =

2𝜋cR0

3𝜖𝜅T
m

(53)udisk =
ṀΩ

2𝜋𝛼v2
s

=
ṀΩ

2𝜋𝛼(zdiskΩ)
2 =

128𝜋c2

9𝛼𝜅2
T
ΩṀ

=
64
√

6𝜖

3𝜅T

r−3∕2

𝛼ṁ
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6.1.2  Burst emission of the electromagnetic waves

According to Shibata et al. (1990), a class of accretion disks shows repeated tran-
sitions between a strongly magnetized state and a weekly magnetized state. When 
transitioning from a strongly magnetized state to a weakly magnetized state, bursts 
of electromagnetic waves are emitted (Ebisuzaki and Tajima 2014a, b). The wave-
lengths of the emitted electro-magnetic disturbances are of the order of the size of 
the density clamps made in the disk. These are at the wavelength of the most unsta-
ble in magneto-rotational instability (Hawley and Balbus 1991; Balbus and Hawley 
1991), in other words

Note that this value is a constant independent to r . Here, VAD is the Alfven veloc-
ity in the disk:

and vs is the sound velocity:

Since the gas in the disk undergoes Keplerian rotation, Ω
A
= 4∕3 . The frequency 

of electromagnetic wave bursts is given by

On the other hand, the flux of electromagnetic burst, propagating along the jet 
(Fig. 24) is estimated as:

In Ebisuzaki and Tajima (2014), the wave luminosity, Lw, of the disturbances elec-
tro-magnetic disturbances was estimated at r = 10 . However, Mizuta et  al. (2018) 

(54)�disk =
4cΩ

�T�
=

4c2
√

6�TR0

1

�mr3∕2

(55)𝜌disk =
udisk

2zdisk
=

1024𝜋2c3

27𝜅3
T
𝛼ΩṀ2

=
256

√

6𝜖2

3𝜅TR0

r−3∕2

𝛼ṁ2m

(56)Bdisk =
(

4�

3
��disk

)1∕2

(57)𝜆 =
(

VA,disk

vs

)(

Ω

A

)

zdisk =
𝜅T𝛼

1∕2Ṁ

4𝜋c
=

R0

6𝜖
𝛼1∕2ṁm

(58)VA,disk =
Bdisk

√

4𝜋𝜌disk
=

c

8
√

6𝜖

α1∕2ṁ

r3∕2

(59)vs =
�

𝜀disk

3𝜌disk
=

c

8
√

2𝜖

ṁ

r3∕2

(60)� =
VA,disk

zdisk
=

c
√

6R0

α1∕2

mr3∕2

(61)Φw,disk(r) =
VA,diskB

2
disk

4𝜋
=

𝛼1∕2𝜔2Ṁ

4𝜋
=

c3

36𝜖𝜅TR0

α1∕2ṁ

mr3
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conducted MHD calculations and found that the wave fluxes are dominated by the 
innermost regions (ISCO). Therefore, in the present paper, we include the contribution 
of the wave fluxes from the whole

As a result, the ratio Lw∕Lrad of the wave luminosity to radiation luminosity is as 
high as unity:

is was around 0.001 in Ebisuzaki and Tajima (2014). At ISCO, wave flux is esti-
mated as

These waves propagate along the perpendicular (jets) to the accretion disk. Wave 
flux Φw,jet

(

D = 3Rg = R0m
)

 is given by Φw,disk(r = 1) . Since the Alfven velocity in 
the jets is close to the speed of light, electric field Ew of the wave is calculated as:

where D is the distance from the blackhole along the jet. Therefore, we obtain

(62)Lw =
∞∫

mR0

2Φw,disk(r)2𝜋RdR =
𝜋c3R0

9𝜖𝜎T
𝛼1∕2ṁm

(63)
Lw

Lrad
=

�1∕2

6�

(64)Φw,disk(r = 1) =
𝛼1∕2Ω2Ṁ

4𝜋
=

c3

36𝜖𝜅TR0

α1∕2ṁ

m

(65)Φw,jet

(

D = R0m
)

= Φw,disk(r = 1) =
cE2

w

4�

(66)Ew =
[

4𝜋

c
Φw,disk(r = 1)

]1∕2

=
c

3

(

𝜋

𝜖𝜅TR0

)1∕2
𝛼1∕4ṁ1∕2

m1∕2

Fig. 24  Gas clumps are formed 
around the inner edge of the 
accretion disk. When they fall 
down to the blackhole during 
its transition, magnetic field 
penetrating jets are strongly 
shaken and electro-magnetic 
disturbances propagates along 
the jets as bursts of the Alfven/
whistler waves
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The dimensionless vector potential a0, at the bottom of the jet is given by

Here, the angular frequency ω of the wave

where we assume the propagation speed of the wave to be the speed of light, this 
assumption holds the most of the cases, as can be seen later.

6.1.3  Wave propagation in the jet

This subsection examines the dependence of physical parameters in the jet on dis-
tance from the bottom and discusses how the waves propagate through it. First, the 
cyclotron frequency �′

c
 in the jet corrected for relativistic effects is given by

On the other hand, the magnetic field Bjet in the jet can be calculated assuming 
that the magnetic field flux is conserved in the jet.

Next, we assume as

within the jet, a0 can be calculated, assuming that the wave intensity within the jet 
is conserved, i.e., the flux Φw,jet is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area 
�b2 of the jet.

where D is the distance from the bottom of the jet, and b(D) is the radius of the jet, 
which is assumed to b(0) = 3Rg = R0m . In addition, Fig. 25 shows the ratio �′

c
/� of 

the cyclotron frequency to the wave frequency and that of plasma frequency ��

p
∕� 

are plotted against the distance D∕(R0m) from the bottom of the jet for the typical 
cases ( Γ = 10 , � = 0.1 , � = 10−2, ṁ = 0.1 for m = 1, 104, 108 ). Here we assume 
that

(67)a0 =
eEw

me𝜔c
=

e

36mec

(

R0

𝜋𝜖3𝜅T

)1∕2

𝛼3∕4ṁ3∕2m1∕2

(68)𝜔 =
2𝜋c

𝜆
=

12𝜋𝜖c

R0

𝛼−1∕2ṁ−1m−1

(69)��
c
=

eBjet

mec�
.

(70)

Bjet =
�

Bdisk(r = 1)
��

b∕mR0

�−2
=
�

Bdisk(r = 1)
�

�

D

mR0

�−1

=

�

16�c2

3
√

6�TR0

�1∕2

m−1∕2
�

D

mR0

�−1

(71)� = a0

(72)a0(D) = a0
(

D = R0

)

(

b(D)

R0m

)−1

(73)b(D) = R0m
(

D∕R0m
)1∕2
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This relation is consistent with the observation of the jet of M87, the closest 
active galactic nuclei M87 (Asada and Nakamura 2012) and other AGN jet observa-
tion (Pushkarev et al. 2017) Therefore, we get

Substituting Eqs. (70), (71), and (74) into Eq. (69), we attain

On the other hand, the plasma frequency �′
p
 corrected for relativistic effects is 

given by

The plasma density njet in the jet can be calculated from as follows, if we assume 
the kinetic luminosity of the jet:

is conserved through the jet.

(74)a0(D) =
e

36mec

√

R0

𝜋𝜖3𝜅T
𝛼3∕4ṁ3∕2m1∕2

(

D

R0m

)−1∕2

(75)𝜔�
c
=

144c𝜋

R0

�

𝜖3

3
√

6

�1∕2
1

𝛼3∕4ṁ3∕2m

�

D

R0m

�−1∕2

(76)��
p
=
(

4�njete
2

me�Γ
3

)1∕2

(77)Ljet = njet�mHc
3Γ2�b2 = �Lrad

(78)njet =
2

3𝜇mH𝜅TR0

𝜉ṁ

Γ2m

(

D

R0m

)−1

Fig. 25  Variation of frequency 
ratios ( ��

c
∕� : solid line) and 

( ��
p
∕� : dashed line) are plotted 

against the scaled distance 
(

D

R0m

)

 for the typical case of 
Γ = 10 , � = 0.1 , � = 10−2, 
ṁ = 0.1 for m = 1, 104, 108 
(Ebisuzaki and Tajima 2014a)
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Here, � is the ratio of the kinetic luminosity of the jet to the radiation luminosity, 
Γ the bulk Lorentz factor, and � = 1.29 is the mean molecular weight of the accret-
ing gas. Substituting Eqs. (78), (71), and (74) into Eq. (76), we get:

In Fig.  25, we plot �′
c
 , �′

p
 and � at the bottom of the jet ( D = R0 ) against the 

blackhole mass m for the typical case ( Γ = 10 , � = 0.1 , � = 10−2 , ṁ = 0.1 ). For most 
of the interesting cases, the relationship of �′

c
 , �′

p
 > � holds; In other words, at the 

bottom of the jets, the plasma in the overdense state ( �′
p
 > � ), where plasma waves 

and electromagnetic waves cannot propagate. On the other hand, Alfven wave or 
whistler wave can propagate, since �′

c
 > � , the Alfven velocity VA,jet at the bottom of 

the jet are given by

In other words, the nominal values of the Alfven velocity

This can approach the speed of light, when the approximation breaks down. Then 
the wave becomes that of EM waves in magnetized plasma. On the other hand, 
��
p
= � at the distance D2 given by:

On the outside of the point D2 ( D > D2 ), 𝜔 > 𝜔′
p
 so that the plasma wave (elec-

tromagnetic wave) allow to propagate. The electromagnetic waves propagated as 
Alfven wave and whistler wave are converted into plasma waves (electromagnetic 
waves) by nonlinear mode-conversion. This D > D2 leads to the bow wakefield 
acceleration as described in the next subsection.

6.1.4  Bow wakefield acceleration

The pondermotive force, Fpm , for the electrons of the electromagnetic wave is a 
force generated from the Lorentz force, 

(

v

c

)

× B , in the propagation direction of the 
electromagnetic wave. If the motion of the electrons by the wave is not relativistic 
( a < 1 ), it can be calculated as the force resulting from the average of the profiles of 
the electro-magnetic pulses (Ashour-Abdalla and Leboeuf 1981; Esirkepov et  al. 
2008; Pirozhkov and Kando 2012). In the relative regime ( a > 1 ), this force is more 
simplified. Since the particle velocity approaches to the light velocity and the plasma 
satisfies the underdense ( 𝜔 > 𝜔′

p
 ) condition as well. Since to the particle velocity 

asymptotically approaches to the light velocity and that the plasma satisfies the 

(79)𝜔�
p
=
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me𝛾Γ
3
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=
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underdense ( 𝜔 > 𝜔′
p
 ) condition as well, B is equal to E , in other words, B = E . In 

this case, Fpm , is given by

Charged particles are accelerated by an electric field generated by bow wakefield 
(longitudinal polarization of electronic distributions). As shown in Fig. 27, protons 
are accelerated at the back slope of the wakefield, while electrons are accelerated at 
the front slope. The acceleration force Facc is given by

Here z is the charge of the particle. The maximum energy, Wmax , obtained by the 
particle is determined by integrating Facc to the acceleration distance,D3

The acceleration distance is evaluated as the distance D3 to which the accelera-
tion length equals, in other words, it is given by

We can solve Eq. (86) on 
(

D3

R0m

)

Substituting Eq. (87) into Eq. (85), we obtain

Here we can eliminate ṁ using Eq. (50) as

When such strong acceleration occurs, the energy spectrum f (W) of the charged 
particles has a power law function of the exponent − 2 (Mima et al. 1991; Chen et al. 
2002), in other words, f (W) = A

(

W∕Wmin

)−2 . This assumption in electron spectrum 
is consistent with the typical blazer SED (spectrum energy distribution) and variability 
(Canac et  al. 2019). Given the energy efficiency, � , of charged-particle acceleration, 
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including the conversion of Alfven wave into electromagnetic waves, the total cosmic 
ray luminosity, LTCR , is given by

In other words,

Here,

Since the hotspots in northern sky are seen for the events above 5.7 × 1019eV 
(Abbasi and Abe 2014), W0 = 0.57 × 1020eV . Furthermore, the energies of electrons, 
which are accelerated in the exactly same manner with protons, are transferred to 
gamma-rays through the collisions of electrons with magnetic fields (see Fig. 26). In 
other words,
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Fig. 26  The structure of bow 
wake. An electron cloud is 
formed at the front top of the 
wave pule and a proton cloud 
follows. The resultant electric 
field accelerates protons in the 
back side and electrons in front 
side of the bow wake (taken 
from Ebisuzaki and Tajima 
2014a)
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The scaling law for the times scales, maximum energy and luminosities are 
shown in Table  7. We can summarize the results of the bow wake acceleration 
theory in the jets emanating from an accreting blackhole as follows:

1. The bow wakefield accelerates protons and nuclei well above the 1020eV with the 
wide range of parameters to produce UHECRs (Fig. 27 and Table 7).

2. The electrons are also accelerated by the bow wakefield exactly the same way as 
protons. They emit gamma-ray photons through the interaction with electromag-
netic perturbations (Table 7).

3. The accretion of charged particles and emission of gamma-rays show prominent 
variabilities with the various time scales shown in Table 7 due to the accretion 
instabilities.

Fig. 27  The lines for the maxi-
mum energy gain, Wmax = 1018 , 
1020 , 1022 eV, are plotted in 
m − Lrad diagram. M82 X-1 
is located well above the line 
of 1020 eV so that be a good 
candidate for northern (Abbasi 
and Abe 2014). Other nearby 
AGNs, such as M87, Cen A and 
B, and typical ULXs are also 
possible candidates of UHECRs 
( > 3.9 × 1019eV ) Grey area 
( Wmax > 3.9 × 1019 eV and 
ṁ < 0.1 ) represents possible 
acceleration region of UHECR. 
Three dashed lines are for 
ṁ = 10–5,  10–3, and  10–1

Table 7  Time scales, maximum 
energy, and luminosities

Quantities Scaling law Units Equation

2π∕� 8.2 × 10−5𝛼1∕2 ṁm s 68
1∕� 7.3 × 10−5�−1∕2m s 60
D3∕c 1.7 × 102𝛼5∕6 ṁ5∕3m4∕3 s 87
Wmax 1.6 × 1020[eV]zΓ𝛼2∕3 ṁ4∕3m2∕3 eV 88

3.2 × 10−31[eV]zΓ�2∕3m−2∕3L
4∕3

rad
eV 89

Lrad 1.5 × 1038ṁm erg s−1 50
Lw 2.8�1∕2Lrad erg s−1 63
LTCR 2.8��1∕2Lrad erg s−1 90
LUHECR 2.8���1∕2Lrad erg s−1 92
LT� 2.8��1∕2Lrad erg s−1 94
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4. The bow wake acceleration theory can provide the flux estimates in UHECRs, 
gamma-rays, and neutrinos, which will be compared quantitatively with the recent 
observational results obtained by ground and space observatories.

7  High density wakefields and applications to medicine

The recent invention of the coherent addition of fiber lasers (CAN: Coherent Ampli-
fication Network) (Mourou et al. 2013) may allow us to consider extremely compact 
(but in low energy) LWFA accelerators and their new applications. For example, 
such an accelerator may be employed in an intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) 
(Giulietti 2016) and even an endoscopic radiation therapy (ESRT). For these appli-
cations we realize that energy of accelerated electrons should be much less than the 
equivalent accelerator that driven electrons from outside of a patient’s body, as these 
electrons need not penetrate the substantial thickness of the tissue. If the electron 
penetration is only for the surface of the organ that shows tumor by inserting the 
endoscopy to the very spot, the energy range of electrons should be on the order of 
mere mm. In the following we consider such low energy ultracompact LWFA pos-
sibility, and therefore, we explore the high density LWFA. In this case the phase 
velocity of the wakefield becomes low and it begins to show the phenomenon of 
sheath. See Table 2.

In the regime of high plasma density, the typical physics of LWFA becomes 
somewhat modified. In particular near the critical plasma density, the laser group 
velocity vg = c

√

1 − ne∕nc approaches zero, and the pump depletion and dephasing 
lengths, which are on the order of Ld ∼ Lp ∼ �pa

2
0

(

nc∕ne
)

 , become shorter than the 
plasma wavelength �p = 2�c∕�p for a0 = 1 . Consequently the laser-plasma interac-
tion primarily occurs within one �p , and the laser couples significantly to the bulk 
motion of the plasma. This situation contrasts starkly with that of low-density wake-
field physics, in which the laser penetrates deeply into the plasma without coupling 
to the bulk motion (having vg ≈ c ). In this case the phase velocity of the wakefield 
becomes vph = vg ≈ c , allowing the laser to build a long wake train 

(

Ld ∼ Lp ≫ 𝜆p
)

 
robustly and stably. When electron injection occurs, the wakefield can then skim a 
small population of electrons from the bulk and accelerate them to high energies.

We may now take a closer look at each regime. The case of sufficiently under-
dense plasma such as nc∕ne = 10 , the wakefield development is well known. The 
train of accelerated electrons are clearly visible and the highest-energy electrons 
reach the theoretically expected momentum of pmax

x
≈ mec

√

(2g
(

a0
)

nc∕ne)
2 − 1 

(Tajima 2010). The coherent wake structure is also seen, with saturation in the lon-
gitudinal field reaching the expected value (Mako and Fisher 1979) of 
Emax∕ETD ≈ 0.4 . The wake is gradually diminished, as it imparts energy to the elec-
trons, but recovers after the dephasing length Lp ≈ 8�p.

In contrast the case of ne = nc , shown in an initial stage in Fig. 28a and final stage 
in Fig. 28b, exhibits quite different behavior. This is because the physics of the high 
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phase velocity that we have discussed in Sect. 1 (Table 2) has now morphed into that 
of the low phase velocity regime (the left column of Table 2). In that regime instead 
of wake excitation with high phase velocity, we now get back to the sheath excia-
tion and its dynmaics, which we encountered before we embarked from the con-
sideration by Esirkepov et al. (2004) and Bulanov et al. (1994). Here, vg = 0 , and 
Lp,d ≲ 𝜆p , restricting the laser-plasma interaction to within one plasma wavelength. 
The long train of trapped electrons becomes replaced by streams of low-energy 
( Δ� ∼ 100keV ) electrons ejected from the site of oscillation roughly every plasma 
period. This behavior is somewhat reminiscent of laser interaction with a solid target 
in that electrons are sprayed forward. However, here the laser is still able to propa-
gate through the target, and the ions have essentially no response.

The mechanics of acceleration in the case of nc∕ne ≈ 1 are somewhat different 
than in the typical wakefield case of nc∕ne ≫ 1 . Having vg ≪ c , the laser couples 
strongly to the bulk motion of the electrons upon entering the plasma, pushing out 
a much larger spike in electron density 

(

�ne∕ne ≈ 3.5
)

 than in the low-density case. 
This density spike creates a longitudinal electric field of approximately twice the 
strength as in the low-density case and causes the reflection of a substantial portion 
of the laser. This powerful initial kick to the plasma establishes a strong longitudinal 
oscillation of electrons in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ �p.

As this initial density spike rebounds, those electrons having vx ≪ c are immedi-
ately accelerated to near the expected energy from wakefield theory. For subsequent 
oscillations, the longitudinal field roughly reaches the same saturation amplitude as 
in the low-density case. Each of these subsequent oscillations accelerates a stream 
of electrons to low energy (< 100keV) that is then ejected forward from the site of 
oscillation. Figure 28a, a snapshot of the electron phase space and fields zoomed to 
the range 0 ≤ x ≤ �p , shows the beginning of this process, where the first streams of 
accelerated electrons, as well as secondary, fin-like streams, are visible. As the oscil-
lation continues, more streams accumulate, building up the phase-space distribution 
in Fig. 28b, which shows the full simulation domain. In the later stages, the electron 

Fig. 28  High density laser wakefield acceleration process at a very early first and second “fingers” of 
electrons in the phase space formed by the snapping of the sheath b later after multiple of sheath oscilla-
tions. The case of nc∕ne = 1 (“black”) with a0 = 1 , showing the development of the electron streams. a is 
zoomed to 0 ≤ x ≤ �p for clarity (Nicks et al. 2019)
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acceleration becomes increasingly turbulent until the oscillation is finally exhausted 
after about 30 plasma periods. While the individual energy of the accelerated elec-
trons is low compared to that of the low-density case, the total energy imparted to 
the accelerated electrons can potentially be higher. This total imparted energy repre-
sents about 12% of the total injected laser energy. This understanding of the electron 
dynamics associated with sheath formation (Nicks, et  al. 2019; Mako and Tajima 
1984) should also be useful for the understanding of related ion acceleration dynam-
ics (Tajima et al. 2017).

In the present setup, where the laser injected from vacuum, a sheath develops 
that directs the electron streams solely in the forward direction after the initial oscil-
lation. However, if the laser is instead initialized inside the plasma, the same basic 
behavior of longitudinal oscillation and electron streams are seen, though with some 
directed in the backward direction. Thus the vacuum injection scheme used here 
may provide a more experimentally realistic setup for vg ≪ c physics without sub-
stantially altering the desired physics itself.

The interaction of the laser with the plasma in these two different density regimes 
has a convenient analogy in tsunami waves in a certain property of the wave dynam-
ics. In the open ocean, where the water depth is great, tsunami waves propagate with 
a fast phase velocity and thus do not couple to stationary objects. Boats in the ocean, 
for instance, may move slightly in the transverse direction (vertically), but are not 
otherwise affected. Near the shore, however, the increasingly shallow water causes 
the phase velocity of the wave to slow down (the shallow water dispersion is given 
by its phase velocity vph = (gh)1/2, where g is the gravitational acceleration and h is 
the water depth, while the deep water has vph = (g/k)1/2 for the wave with wavenum-
ber k) (Lamb 1945), which leads to amplification and steepening of the wave until 
breaking occurs. We have reviewed this in Sect. 1 (such as in Figs. 1 and 2). The 
slow velocity of the wave near the shore then causes strong (catastrophic in case of 
tsunami) “trapping” of stationary objects. Additionally the slow wave velocity cou-
ples with turbulence created by wave breaking to create anomalous transport on the 
sediment bed. Significant amounts of sediment quickly pass into the wave, creating a 
visibly “black” tsunami from the clean, “blue”, off-shore starting wave. As a further 
consequence of turbulence, anomalous viscosity causes momentum transport of the 
sediment. Somewhat analogous to the above described tsunami transformation with 
respect to the phase velocity in the case of a typical wakefield with nc ≫ ne , the bulk 
plasma remains almost entirely unaffected, leaving the wave “blue”. In the high-den-
sity case, however, the wave phase velocity becomes sufficiently low to begin scrap-
ing particles from the bulk distribution, resulting in “black” waves such as is shown 
in the phase-space distribution in Fig. 28b. Between these two extremes, a “grey” 
wave state can exist. This electron dynamics exciting sheath is not so differnt from 
that observed in CAIL process, in which electrons are driven by sheath (Tajima and 
Habs 2009).

The penetration depth in human tissue can be approximated by integrating the 
stopping power of electrons in water, giving the stopping distance in the continuous 
slowing-down approximation (Berger 1992). At the critical density, the distribution 
of low-energy electrons has the energy distribution shown in Fig.  29. This distri-
bution f (�) corresponds to a maximum penetration depth xCSDA in water of about 
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≲ 1  cm, as is shown in Fig. 29 as a function of xCSDA . This result thus represents 
the lower end of possible penetration depth. Tuning the plasma density allows con-
trol of the penetration depth. For nc∕ne = 5 , the electrons produced are somewhat 
more energetic, and a large population can reach a penetration depth of 1  cm. At 
nc∕ne = 10 , the maximum range is on the order of centimeters. The laser intensity 
a0 can also be tuned for the desired electron energies produced. As an additional 
benefit, near the critical density, a significant acceleration of the bulk population 
of electrons occurs, potentially creating a far larger overall dose of radiation than 
would occur for more typical wakefield acceleration. The combination of a large 
dose close to the desired target may be particularly desirable for endoscopic medical 
applications.

In absolute terms, the critical density for a 1-micron laser is approximately 1021 
 cm−3. To achieve such a density, and to avoid the use of gas ionization inside the 
body, one possibility is porous nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes (Tajima 
2014). Such a medium would also provide the benefit of guiding the laser. It might 
also be possible to tailor the design of the nanomaterial to suit the desired plasma 
density.

8  The future directions

Though materials science and technology may be very important as part of LWFA 
applications, here we focus on medical applications. The intense laser technology 
has given a new set of impetus to make innovations in nuclear medicine and phar-
macology, not to speak in the broader medicine at large. Our applications to medi-
cine are enabled on our discussions from Sect. 5 (ions beams) and Sect. 7 (electron 
beams).

As a direct application of LWFA electrons, we recognize the use of LWFA ultra-
short electron pulses (compared with electron bunches of conventional accelerators) 
for ultrafast radiology. Crowell et al (2004) as well as Brozek-Pluskab et al. (2005) 
have applied LWFA electrons to ultrafast radiolysis. Richter et al. (2011) have irra-
diated LWFA created electrons on in vitro cells. X-rays emitted by betatron oscil-
lations in LWFA (Corde and Phuoc 2013; Albert and Anderson 2010; Farinella 
and Lau 2016) may be also employed for diagnosis such as phase contrast imaging 

Fig. 29  Sheath oscillations and the penetration spectrum of electrons in the “black tsunami” regime 
(after Nicks et al. 2019). Shown also is the black tsunami wave on shore (after Nicks et al. 2019)
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(Kneip and McGuffey 2011). Their direct use of LWFA electrons as therapy appli-
cations include the intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) (Giulietti and Bourgeois 
2008) and even endoscopic radiation therapy (ESRT). This approach takes advan-
tage of the compactness of the electron source for the surgeon, while he can avoid 
the surface tissue damage due to the electron’s higher dose at the entrance by open-
ing the organ with tumor during the operation. These applications are well reviewed 
in the latest book (Giulietti 2016), so that we need not to delve into these topics here 
further.

The laser wakefield acceleration introduced several fundamentally novel philoso-
phies and principles in both accelerator physics and plasma physics, as described in 
Sect. 1. Some of the principles such as the employment of an already broken mate-
rial of plasma as a medium was inherited from the bold research by such pioneers 
as Veksler and Rostoker, while ameliorating the instabilities arising in plasmas by 
the principle of high phase velocity and that of a fs ultrafast laser driver. The other 
pillars of philosophy such as the resonance of the eigenmodes and the relativistic 
coherence reinforced the large accelerating gradient and its coherent maintenance. 
It amounted to a bold step forward to climb the ever higher frequency of the driv-
ing electromagnetic wave from the RF range to the optical laser range some several 
orders by a single stroke. As we have seen in Sect. 2, we are about to witness another 
quantum jump by several orders in the driver’s frequency from optical laser to X-ray 
laser. This would open up a new avenue of research in wakefield acceleration by 
X-ray laser in crystals or nanostructures. Such may serve as a new class of particle 
accelerators for high energy research (Chattopadhay et al. 2019). On the other hand, 
there will be new genre of applications. This is in part due to the invention of the 
high repetition, high efficiency fiber laser emergence (CAN) (Mourou et al. 2013). 
Among many possibilities we would like to pick a recent exciting development of 
its application to laser-driven (relatively low energy) ion acceleration to induce 
fusion, which in turn drive fission processes of transmutation of spent nuclear waste 
(Tajima et al. 2018).

8.1  CAN laser driven transmutator

One such application is the neutron generation to transmute and incinerate the spent 
nuclear fuel to shorten the needed storage from 300,000 to 300 years and to reduce 
the needed storage volume by factor of 100. So far the high level radioactive nuclear 
waste poses a serious technical, societal, and financial problem. Even though the 
human society has been benefitted from the nuclear energy since E. Fermi suc-
ceeded the Chicago pile during the World War II time (a “kitchen” side of suc-
cess in nuclear energy), we have not found a solution to the “toilet” of such nuclear 
waste. We suggest to generated 14 MeV DT fusion neutrons from T(d,n)He reac-
tion using a0 ≈ 1 CAIL regime. Ejected deuteron with an average energy of 150 keV 
are then allowed to interact with a tritium target, emitting copious amounts of neu-
trons. (This should serve a much more compact neutron generator than an alterna-
tive ADS (Accelerator Drive System), while the neutron sources are also distributed 
spatially. The incineration and transmutation of the spent nuclear fuel then proceed 
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by coupling these neutrons to a sub-critical assembly composed of the transuranic 
elements dissolved in the LiF-BeF2 eutectic molten salt. The copious and efficient 
neutron generation may be enabled by the Coherent Amplification Network (CAN) 
fiber laser concept coupled with high repetition.

The combination of (a) the CAIL-mediated neutron generation driven by CAN 
laser with (b) the transparent molten salt transmutator should usher in a safe, rela-
tively compact operation, as the liquid operation with laser has many advantages 
that the past nuclear facilities did not possess. This includes the possibilities of the 
compactness and distributedness of the neutron generators, real-time monitoring and 
control, liquid’s inherent negative thermal coefficient for safety, continuous feeding 
of the transuranic wastes as well as continuous separation of fission products, while 
in operation, coordinated energy convergence from transmutation, etc. Such a trans-
mutator operation could serve to incinerate wastes from about 10 large scale nuclear 
reactors in operation.

8.2  TeV on a chip

The invention of the TFC combined with the relativistic compression (RC) brings 
us a new powerful tool of X-rays, a single-cycled intense X-ray laser, as discussed 
in Chaps. II and IV. The scaling of LWFA dictates that with high energy X-ray pho-
tons the critical density ncr increases by many orders of magnitude, allowing us to 
take even solid density electrons as an accelerating media (nanostructured materials, 
for example) (Tajima 2014; Shin 2014; Zhang and Tajima 2016). The adoption of 
nanostructured materials is a creative integration of (1) high density (solid density) 
media for LWFA and (2) an evacuated hole for accelerated particle that also focuses 
wakefields (Zhang and Tajima 2016). An exploratory research shows a remarkable 
clean wakefields excited at this solid density medium at the intensity of TeV/cm, 
opening up a “TeV on a chip” possibility. See Fig. 30. Of course, such a radical con-
cept needs to be tested in experimental investigations. Of particular importance is 
the realization of the X-ray laser driver.

While our wish is to serve such accelerators as a component of a future high 
energy accelerator (collider), we may also use this for a non-luminosity paradigm 
of high energy particle experiments. This is because the luminosity is required for 
a collider, and its requirements make the accelerator device in higher energies ever 
more expensive. On the other hand, if we can remove the requirement of the lumi-
nosity, the necessary condition would be greatly reduced. As an example, let us 
suggest a PeV acceleration of electrons to explore string theoretic vacuum texture 
(Tajima et  al. 2011). The “TeV on a chip” accelerator made up of nanostructures 
driven by X-ray laser via the TFC and RC from optical laser pulses could compose 
as an element toward a PeV train.

8.3  Conclusions

Sometime we can directly use the laser instead of exciting wakefields. We can list 
some such possibilities for the reader to explore such. Because of the CAN laser’s 
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high fluence, we may be able to explore the four beam crossing of specific energy 
lasers to “sandwich” dark matter candidate of axions (Fujii and Homma 2011). The 
recent phase stable 10PW class lasers (Geng and Ji 2019) allow us to glimpse into 
a coherent adding of such laser pulses in a certain specific way to reach 100PW 
laser pulse (perhaps with TFC combined). This level of laser could begin to make 
so strong laser acceleration of electrons (“violent acceleration”) whose accelera-
tion amounts to cause the Unruh radiation an equivalent to the Hawking radiation 
via Einstein’s Equivalence Principle in General Theory of Relativity (Chen and 
Tajima 1999). This would be the first ever detection of general relativistic labora-
tory creation and detection of phenomena. The recent suggestion of the observation 
in nuclear anomaly and its possible interpretation as a discovery of a “fifth force” 
(Feng and Fornal 2016) may be explored by reversing its process by injecting the 
energy specific gamma photons with a large fluence (Hakimi, et al. 2019). Such a 
gamma photon flux may be producible by the laser Compton gamma rays via CAN.

The emergence of laser wakefield acceleration has, on one hand, driven the laser 
technology to enable its promised land by spurting intense laser technology such 
as CPA (1985), CAN (2013), TFC (2014), RC (2006). On the other hand, these 
developments in turn made the realization of the LWFA possible in an increasingly 
sophisticated fashion as well as its applications to be broad and with still expanding 
vista. These developments further spurred the establishment of a new scientific field 
of High Field Science [This was partially an attempt to answer a question posed 
at the time of the demise of the SSC (Nakajima and Kawakubo 1994)]. Because 
of this promise there have occurred many high field science labs in the world, to 
list several example of which: APRC (Advanced Photon Research Center and Kan-
sai Photon Research Institute) of JAERI (Takuma 1996), APRI (Advanced Photon 

Fig. 30  Wakefields by a few-cycled 1 keV X-ray pulse (a0 ~ O(1)), causing 10 TeV/m electric fields in 
the holed nanostructure (above) more strongly confined in the tube compared with the uniform solid case 
below (Zhang and Tajima 2016)
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Research Institute (Korea), ELI (Extreme Light Infrastructure) (three campuses of 
ELI-ALPS, ELI-Beams, ELI-NP) (Tajima et al. 2009), XLS (Extreme Light Station 
at SIOM) (Tajima and Li 2018). These research activities no doubt further stimulate 
this already very exciting field further forward in the future.
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